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 HOSTA
SOURCES: understandably for such a lovely, useful genus there are thousands of outlets for Hosta in
 the known world. The following are quality sources based on their own breeding work, customer
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 ratings, richness of the offerings, generosity of plants shipped, photographic merits, and
 helpfulness of the websites. There are many others. There are AMONG the best in the English-
speaking world. Google a specific cultivar name for more.

www.AAHOSTAS.COM
www.applecourt.com
www.bowdenhostas.com
www.bridgewoodgardens.com
www.NHHostas.com
http://www.hansonsgardenvillage.com
www.hilltopgardens.com
www.hornbakergardens.com
www.hostaguy.com
www.hostahidaway.net
www.hostahosta.com
www.hostaman.com
www.hostapatch.com
www.hostas.com 
www.mailorderplants4me.com
www.mickfieldhostas.co.uk
https://www.naylorcreek.com
www.parkgreen.co.uk
www.plantdelights.com
www.shadyoaks.com
www.songsparrow.com
www.waltersgardens.com
www.whiteoaknursery.com
http://www.windmillwoodshostas.com

If you are looking to browse for live Hosta in person, the AHS listing by US state will help:
 http://www.americanhostasociety.org/HostaVendors.html

CULTIVAR CHECKLISTS AND DATABASES: The following contain over 6000 different Hosta and
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 together many thousands of photos ranging from very good to very poor.

http://www.hostaregistrar.org/ (the official AHS/ICRA checklists including the famous "Silver
 Book" and annual supplements to it)
http://myhostas.net/db/
www.hostalibrary.org
www.giboshi.com
http://papouhosta.org/photoalbum/database.html
www.hostasdirect.com

SCOPE OF THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA: In the 1980's, Taxonomic Computer Research and your author
 distributed a database on Hosta cultivars called Hosta Module of the Plant Databases Library, a first
 mass market Hosta selection tool ever sold. Hundreds of cultivars could be selected and sorted
 based on many traits. It was the first commercially offered Hosta database for microcomputers.
 Sources were added in the last edition. Later when we formed the New Ornamentals Society, a large
 encyclopedia called HostaFile was developed and contained about 600 cultivars. Using those two
 products which flowed into each other, the current offering has over 1100 cultivars and some
 photos which are (I trust) better than average. This is more clones than all perennials books I know
 and more than most Hosta books and specialty catalogs in fact. My criteria is not to be complete
 (giving the lifelong work of the forementioned database authors) but to present the best, the
 newest, and the classic garden favorites with brief useful descriptions. I'm not trying to be
 everything to everybody, just helpful to most of my readers who do not have all day to search a
 hundred online catalogs and compare six larger databases. Besides, this encyclopedia is very
 portable in it's PDF and other formats and most of the others are not (yet). 

'Abba Dabba Do' (MMY) ha: as 'Sun Power' from which it sported lc: medium green edged in bright
 yellow fc: light lavender lu: tolerant of sun in NC unless many marginates or: Tony Avent 1993 as a
 sport of 'Sun Power' 

 'Abba Irrestible' 

 'Abby' ht: 8 in. tall x 18 in. wide - 18 in. in flower lc: blue green center with a lime to yellow margin
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 fc: lavender or: Ruh 1990 as sport of 'Gold Drop' 

 'Abiqua Blue Crinkles' ht: 24 in. in flower wd: mounds 36 in. lc: rich blue ltex: heavily corrugated
 and cupped or: Walden West 1995 

'Abiqua Drinking Gourd' ha: midsize lc: blue-green ls: heavily cupped ls: rounded lt: very thick
 blades fc: white. Distinct for cupped blades, revealing the silvery-blue undersides.

'Aqiqua Elephant Ears' - large, wide, erect petioles. lc: medium green, la: acute, lt: thick blades,
 sunken veins. Or: Walden West.

 'Abiqua Moonbeam' ht: 15 in. in flower lc: blue green with wide chartreuse to gold margin ls: round
 ltex: corrugated fc: white or: Walden West 1987 as sport of 'August Moon' 

 'Abiqua Recluse' ha: large lc: bright gold ltex: somewhat corrugated, thick fc: light lavender rai:
 known to be slug resistant 

 'Abiqua Trumpet' ha: compact, vigorous ht: 8 in. tall (18 in. flowering) x 20 in. wide lc: blue-green
 ls: rounded, cupped, corrugated fc: light lavender or: Walden West 1987 

'Admiral Halsey' - 6 in., leaves folded, very narrow, spiky, horizontal aspect, strongly undulate,
 bright medium green with light yellow margins (15-30% surface), lavender flowers. Or: Ron
 Livingston.

'Adorable' - medium clump. lc: medium green, irregularly centered yellow to 50%, much like a gold-
centered 'Royal Standard', from which it sports. fc: white, ff: scented. Or: Van Hoorn.

'Ah-Ha-Ha-Bah' (1/2015) - medium clump. lc: bluish-green, frosty glaucous at first, ls: long
 elliptic, lt: sunken veins, rugose. fc: light purple. Or: Van Wade.

'Alakazaam' -    Pat: US# 22342.

 'Alex Summers' ht: 24 in.  tall x 36 in. wide ha: upright lc: dark green widely margined in golden
 yellow fc: lavender bt: July (NC) or: V. Santa Lucia 1989 as mutation of 'Gold Regal' 
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 'Allan P. McConnell' ('Allan McConnell') (DMW) ha: miniature and very dense mound ht: 20cm in
 bloom ls: narrow lanceolate to narrowly ovate pet: 13cm long and mottled purple lc: narrowly and
 irregular margined white fc: lavender on a dark purple scape or: McConnell. Named by Mildred
 Seaver

Hosta albomarginata 'Ogon' - lc: yellow becoming chartreuse. This species is a true Japanese
 species by the latest taxonomy.

'Allegon Fog' - ht: 30 in., lc: dark green, greenish-white center with darker green speckles, lm:
 slightly undulate, ls: lanceolate. fc: lavender

'Alligator Alley' - 18 in. tall, medium to large, very rugose and crimped, cordiform, a chartreuse
 center (45-60%) with dark bluish-green margins, a sport of similar 'Dick Ward', flowers near white.
 Or: Walters Gardens.

'Almost' (1/2015) - small-medium clump. lc: glossy light to bright green, petioles marked red into
 the leaf base. Or: Wrede.

 'Alpine Aire' (MY) ha: medium and dense lc: yellow ls: spoon-shaped 

 'Alvantine Taylor' (LMY) ht: 30 in. (40-48 in. in flower) x 30 in. wide. lc: blue green broadly
 margined yellow - variable during season fc: white or: Minks 1990 aw: Savory Shield 

 'Amanuma' ha: small but vigorous lc: green fc: lavender lu: used for edging or: Maekawa 

 'Amber Maiden' (MMY) ha: small-medium lc: yellow ls: cordiform fc: lavender or: Walters - a golden
 sport of 'Candy Hearts' 

 'Amber Tiara' ha: midsize lc: gold ls: as 'Grand Tiara' ltex: thick blades fc: white striped dark purple
 or: sport of 'Grand Tiara' from Walters 

 'American Dream' ha: midsize ht: 30 in. flower lc: bright gold with creamy white edge fc: lavender
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 bt: August or: Wade and Zilis as sport of 'High Fat Cream'

'American Fashion' - large clump. lc: gold-centered to 98%, but slightly wider green margin than
 'Gold Standard'. Or: Van Wade.

 'American Halo' has numerous arcing veins (11-14) and corderoy dimples with a medium greyish-
green center that has richer glaucous portions. The margins are greenish-cream, ultimately cream
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 and bright with time. Note how the basal lobes sometimes overlap. This is a special, amazing clone
 and worthy of the name. A single leaf of this thing is art in itself, worthy of framing. LCH.

'American Halo' (1/8) - ht: 22 in, lc: rich bluish-green, corrugated, broadly margined creamy-
yellow, fc: pure white

'American Hero' ('Northern Halo Wade Form')(7/7) - 22 in. tall x 72 in. wide, van Wade's selection of
 a large, cream-margined sieboldiana hybrid, wide margins, heavily corrugated. 20 in. pure white
 spikes in white.

'American Icon' (1/8) - ht: 48 in., lc: green, yellow margin, lm: slightly undulate. fc: white. Large
 mound in time. US Patent #17441. Hansen 2004.

'American Sweetheart'- ht: 30 in., lc: creamy-white center, dark green edge, fc: lavender.
 Considered an improved tetraploid of 'Sea Thunder'

'Amos' - large. lc: rich frosty blue, lt: irregularly rugose and slightly deformed, both convex and
 concave on one leave. Or: Petryzyn and Cauffman.

'Amy Aden' lc: white base with green margins ltp: partial shade or: Paul Aden 

 'Amy Elizabeth' ha: midsize lc: yellow with green edge or: Zilis as reversed sport of 'Abby' 

'Andrew' (9/9) - 21 in., leaves bluish-green, rugose, feathered/striped cream center to 50%, flowers
 light lavender. Han Hansen 2006, sport of 'Blue Mammoth'. Not always found true - see 'Hans'

 'Angel Eyes' 

 'Angel Feathers' ha: upright spreading ht: 20 in. tall x 36 in. wide lc: dark green with creamy white
 edge lm: undulate or wavy ls: nearly triangular fc: purple or: Kevin Vaughn 1993 

 'Ann Arett' (SYMW) ls: narrow lc: yellow margined creamy white lm: undulate or ruffled

'Ann Kulpa' - ht: 24 in., lc: center yellow becoming cream, broad medium to dark green edge,
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 colorful all summer, fc: light lavender 

'Annabel Lee' - mediu, vigorous, dense in time. lc: bright medium green, yellowish at first, slight
 glaucous hint, reddish but mostly hidden petioles, lt: highly rugose and undulate, la: very long
 acuminate. Or: Scheer.
 'Antoich' 
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'Appetizer' is well named for it's colors are nearly edible and it's visual appeal first rate. That said,
 there are about a dozen cultivars very close to this.
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 'Applause' is one of those super dark, semi-puckered blades with a medium wide, clear as snow
 margin. The contrast and number of light reflections are endless. You will love it. Here's a second
 view... CU
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'Apple Candy' - medium. lc: light bright green, margined gold to 15%, ls: tapered, long ovate to
 elliptic-ovate, sport of 'June Fever'. Or: Van de Top.

'Apple Court Gold' (LY) ha: large lc: light green becoming 'bright brassy gold until frost' pet: to 15cm
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 and with shallow groove ls: ovate-cordiform lm: semi-undulate (slightly wavy) with minor
 serrations ll: to 18cm lw: to 13cm scape: tinged purple fc: light pink-mauve or: Grenfall and
 Grounds as 'Semperaurea' x H. tokudama 'Flavo-circinalis' 

'Appletini' - ht: 6 in. tall x 14 in. wide. lc: bright, glossy yellow, becoming pale green (apple green)
 by mid summer, fairly smooth blades. ls: medium ovate. la: abrupt apex, subcuspidate. fc: corolla
 purplish. Or: Mark Zilis.

'Appetizer' (9/9) - 8 in, vigorous, quick-multiplying, small 3.5 x 2 in. bladws in bright green,
 margined cram to 15-20%. Pale lavender flowers on 15 in. inflo. Tony Avent 2007 intro.
  
 'Apple Green' (MY) ht: 10 in. lc: yellow green (apple green or chartreuse) becoming greener fc: white
 or: Anderson 1984 from H. nakaiana x ? 

 'Aqua Velva' (LB) ht: 24-30 in. lc: bright blue green - like the aftershave! ls: puckered and rugose
 fc: light lavender it: very tall scape or: Vaughn 1983 

'Arch Duke' (1/2015) - massive clump. lc: grayish-green, ll: blades to 15 in. or more. fc: light
 lavender. Or: Lydell.

 'Archangel' ha: midsize forming dense mounds ht: 27 in. in flower lc: chartreuse becoming medium
 gold in summer ls: wide blades ltex: corrugated surface fc: light lavender or: Zilis as mutation of
 'Halo' 

 'Arctic Circle' (MNW) lc: medium green edged in white or: Tompkins 1985 

 'Arett's Winder' = H. sieboldiana 'A.W.' 

 'Aristocrat' ht: 22 in, ha: midsize lc: rich blue margined creamy white - similar to a marginated
 'Hadspen Blue' or: Walters. US Patent #11286.

 'Artist's Palette' (SSW) ht: 6 in. lc: medium green striped in white fc: white striped purple or: Kuk
 1986 from 'Neat Splash' 
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 'Asahi Comet' (SMW) lc: medium green edged white fc: lavender striped purple or: Zumbar and Kato
 1984 from H. longissima 

 'Asahi Sunray' (SMY) ht: 8 in. lc: medium green edged in bright yellow ls: narrowly lanceolate fc:
 white striped purple or: Zumbar and Kato 1984 

 'Aspen Gold' = Hosta tokudama 'Aspen Gold'

'Astral Bliss' - medium. lc: very intensely frosty silvery-blue leaves, la: pointed acute, lm: broadly
 and elegantly undulate. Or: Dean.

'Athena' - ht: 48 in., lc: medium green, streaked creamy-white in center. fc, ft: double white as
 'Aphrodite'.

'Atlantis' - 24 in. tall, Hans Hansen's tetraploid from 'Abba Dabba Do', medium green, nicely
 undulate, wide yellow to cream borders, long sharp point, nice vigorous clumps.

'Atomic Elvis' - medium, dense. lc: bluish-green, more silvery below, la: elongated acute, lm:
 broadly undulate. Or: Livington, the name impired by the parents 'Atom Smasher' and 'Elvis Lives'.

'August Moon' - ht: 22 in. becoming 30 in. in flower, lc: greenish-gold, more gold later if enough
 sun, fc: white. Dense, neat mound. A classic from 1978.

 'Austin Dickinson' ha: midsize lc: glossy blue-green with wide cream margins ls: rounded lv:
 slightly puckered or rugose fc: purple and white bt: July-August or: Lachman as plantaginea x 'Neat
 Splash' s

'Autumn Frost' - 12 in, medium, leaf center a rich frosty blue, margins a true bright yellow (20-35%
 surface), many intrusions into the center, showier than 'First Frost' and a sport of it. Pat: US#
 23224. Or: Walters Gardens.

'Avocado' ht: 24 in., 50 in. blooming, lc: gold center, 2 inch wide green margin. Lavender flowers. A
 vigorous sport of 'Guacamole'
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 'Azure Snow' ha: midsize ht: 24 in. in flower lc: blue with white underside ltex: thick blades fc:
 lavender lu: specimen or ground cover or: Ruh 1991 from H. hypoleuca   

'Azuretini' - ht: 10 in. tall x 22 in. wide. ha: vigorous, dense. lc: medium greenish-blue, major veins
 paler. fc: light purple corolla. Or: Mark Zilis.

 'Baby Bunting' ht: 8 in. tall - 18 in. in flower ha: resembles a miniature 'Blue Cadet' lc: blue ll: very
 small, rounded fc: light lavender or: R. Savory 1982 

'Babycakes' - medium, mounded, ground-hugging, lc: frosty blue, ls: medium to white ovate,
 cordiform. Or: Glenbrook Farm 2015.

 'Ballerina' (SG)(MG) la: apex pointed lc: medium green fc: white fq: abundant 

 'Banana Muffins'

'Banana Puddin' (7/7) - 4 in. tall x 12 in. wide, dwarf, Tony Avent's 2006 hybrid in rounded, butter
 yellow leaves, a quick multiplying tiny clump. Lots of light lavender flowers on 6 in. spikes.

 'Banana Sundae' (MSW) ha: medium-large clump lc: mottled yellow green and green and cream -
 whiter by season end. lc: each leaf is different and reversions to green are common. fc: lavender ff:
 fragrant or: Minks 

 'Barbara' ('Barbra')(SBG) lc: blue green ht: 10 in. lc: blue green fc: lavender or: Ruh and Stone 1987
 from H. nakaiana and ?

'Barbara May'- ht: 30 in, lc: rich blue, backed near white, lm: slight undulation, fc: light lavender.

'Batchelor Party' (1/2015) - small-medium. lc: bright medium green, margined white, lm: very
 undulate, ls: narrowly elliptic. Or: Q&Z Nursery.
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'Bam Bam Blue' - large. lc: rich frosty blue, lt: highly rugose. Or: Schulz

 'Bea's Collosus'

'Beach Boy' - small-medium. lc: bluish-green, centered yellow to 45%. Improved over 'Dream
 Weaver'. Or: Heemskerk.

'Beckoning' ht: 30-60 in., lc: green becoming gold with blue-green margins, lt: nice cupping. fc:
 white, ls, lw: large cordiform blade. 

'Bedford Blue' - medium-large. lc: rich frosty, silvery-blue, chalky, lt: barely rugose, ls: blade a
 narrowish, cordiform ovate. Or: Chrystal as H. hypoleuca x 'Halcyon'.

 'Behemoth' - massive. lc: bright green, lt: heavenly sunken secondary veins, not corrugated, fc:
 near white. Or: Savory.

 'Bengee' (MY) lc: chartreuse yellow rai: like tokudama 'Midas Touch' and 'Aspen Gold' but greener
 or: Palmer 

 'Bengee Sport' ha: medium-large lc: medium green fc: lavender or: Palmer-Stark 

 'Betcher's Blue' (MB) ht: 12 in. lc: intense blue ls: like H. tokudama or: AHS 1986 

 'Bethel's Big Leaf' so: Andre Viette Farm and Nursery 

 'Betsy King' (MG) ha: medium mound with upright foliage lc: medium glossy green fc: purple bt:
 August 

 'Bette Davis Eyes' (SB) ht: 12 in. lc: blue-green ls: lanceolate fc: pale lavender ff: light scent or:
 Kevin Vaughn 1987 C
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 'Big Boy' impresses me for the number of lateral veins which add dark shadows to the entire palish
 leaf. I rather love this look more than puckering or so-called corderoy effects. These are big green
 hearts and a fantastic look.

'Big Daddy' (LB) ha: large mound lc: dark blue lv: puckered ls: ovate fc: white but Grenfell reports
 British plants are pale mauve ns: we do not consider this a pure H. sieboldiana dr: said to be slug
 resistant or: Paul Aden from H. sieboldiana x ? 
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'Big Foot' - large. lc: bluish-green, lc: long ovate to elliptic-ovate, lt: generally flat, smooth, fc: near
 white. Or: Duback.

 'Big Hearted' 

 'Big John' (LG) ha: very large mound lc: dark green ll: to 18 in. lw: to 15 in. ls: blades downward with
 petioles erect or: Owens 1989 

 'Big Mama' ha: large mound lc: blue lv: puckered and cupped fc: pale lavender or: Paul Aden 

 'Big Sam' (LG) ha: large mound lc: green ltp: more sun tolerant than some large greens or: Klopping
 1986 

'Binkie' (1/2015) - small. lc: bright green, centered yellow to 85%, lt: faintly rugose along secondary
 veins, blades thick, ls: very short ovate to suborbicular, fc: lavender-purple. Or, in: Fransen/Naylor
 Creek, sport of 'Amber Tiara'

 'Birchwood Elegance' (LG) ha: large mound lc: medium green lw: very wide 

'Birchwood Gem' (DG) ht: 4 in. ha: smaller than typical H. nakaiana lc: medium green ns: might be
 considered a pure H. nakaiana or: Shaw and Ruh 1989 

 'Birchwood Gold' (MY) lc: yellow all season ls: rounded or: Shaw 1966 

 'Birchwood Green' = H. sieboldiana 'B.G.' 

 'Birchwood Parky's Blue' (MB) lc: blue green ls: round and cupped with rugose surface fc: white or:
 Shaw 1986 

 'Birchwood Parky's Gold' (MY) lc: yellow all season 

 'Birchwood Ruffled Queen' (LG) lc: glossy green lm: distinctly and ornamentally ruffled or undulate
 fc: lavender or: Shaw 1986 from 'Green Piecrust' 
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 'Bitsy Gold' (DY) ht: 4 in. lc: yellow fc: lavender or: Savory 1985 from H. longissima x ? 

 'Bitsy Green' (DG) ht: 4 in. lc: medium green fc: lavender or: Savory 1985 

 'Bizarre' (SMWY) ht: 8-10 in. ha: small clump lc: yellow green margined in white fc: white striped in
 purple - also described as dark purple or: Kuk Forest 1986 from 'Kabitan' x ? 

 'Black Beauty' (LG) lc: very dark green - not black but dark ls: rugose and puckered fc: lavender or:
 Carpenter 1984 from 'Green Piecrust' 

 'Black Hills' (LG) ht: 50 in., lc: dark green ls: rugose and cupped fc: lavender or: Savory 1983. Very
 dark if given low light.

 'Black Pod' = H. sieboldii 'Black Pod' 

sieboldiana 'Blackjack' - ht: 29 in. tall x 72 in. wide. ls: wide ovate. lt: very rugose, highly textured.
 lc: blackish-green, some blue tones, lots of glossy reflections. fc: corolla white. Or: Clarence
 Owens.

 x tardiana 'Blaue Venus' (MB) lc: blue - most intense of Klose's hybrids ls: cordiform fc: lavender or:
 Klose 

 'Blaue Wolke' (MB) lc: blue green ls: rounded and cupped fc: lavender or: Klose from H. sieboldiana
 and ? 

 'Blauglut' ('Blue Glow')(MB) lc: blue green fc: lavender or: Klose from H. sieboldiana and ? 

 'Blessings' ha: mounded ht: 6-8 in. wd: 10-12 in. lc: yellow with white margins ll: 3-4 in. lw: 1.0-
1.5 in. fc: light blue - probably pale lilac as no 

 are true blue ih: scapes 12 in. high ltp: holds color in shade or: Pual Aden 
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 'Blonde Elf' (SY) ht: 20cm wd: 30cm lc: yellow - often in fall la: acuminate lm: undulate ls:
 lanceolate-elliptic fc: lavender bt: mid-summer ltp: partial shade or: Paul Aden 

 'Blondie' (MY) lc: yellow with silvery sheen ls: like H. tokudama 

 'Blue Angel' (LB) ht: 60 in., lc: deep blue lt: thick fc: white. Reported lavender in Europe. it: flower
 densely clustered or: Aden from H. sieboldiana x ? 

 'Blue Arrow' ha: midsize lc: deep glossy blue-green la: narrowly acute - hence the cultivar name lt:
 thick and slug resistant fc: white 

 'Blue Beauty' (LB) lc: intense blue lv: crinkled fc: white 

 'Blue Belle' ha: midsize lc: rich blue-green fc: lavender or: Smith 

 'Blue Betty Lou' 

 'Blue Blaze' ha: large lc: blue ls: as H. sieboldiana fc: white or: Vaughn 

 'Blue Blush' ha: small similar to H. x tardiana lc: rich blue la: narrowly acute - pointed blade fc:
 lavender or: Smith 

 'Blue Boy' (MB) ha: small to medium mound lc: frosty blue in spring becoming greener ls: cordiform
 (heart-shaped) lm: undulate or regularly wavy or: Stone from H. nakaiana type stock 

 'Blue Cadet' (SB) ht: dense and neat mound lc: blue lt: thick ll: small ls: cordiform or heart-shaped
 or: Aden 

 'Blue Danube' (MB) lc: soft 'French' blue lt: very thick and coriaceous (leathery) 

 x tardiana 'Blue Diamond' (SB) ht: 24 in., lc: bright blue ls: diamond-shaped or near rhombic lt:
 thick blades or: Smith 
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 'Blue Dimples' (MB) ha: medium but very dense mounds ht: 24 in. lc: blue lt: very thick bt: June or:
 Smith 

 'Blue Dome' (LB) ha: large dome-shaped mound lc: intense blue 

 'Blue Fan Dancer' (LB) lc: bright blue ls: flaring like a dancer's attire 

'Blue Flame' - ht: 16 in. lc: frosty light blue, very thin (5% surface) cream margin that is quite subtle
 and rarely more than 0.3 in. wide. Or: Shady Oaks Nur.

 'Blue Frost' (LB) lc: frosty blue lv: puckered lt: very thick or: Nesmith 

 'Blue Glow' = 'Blauglut'

 'Blue Haired Lady' - ht: 43 in., lc: bluish-green, fc: lavender, ft: spidery. A H. yingeri cross with
 density and good vigor.

'Blue Hawaii' - Petryszyn's 99 hybrid, 30 in. vigorous very true but light blue, corrugated leaves,
 color holding very only. A standout in a very crowded group of blue mediums.

 'Blue Heaven' (LB) ha: compact for large blue lc: blue or: Aden 

 'Blue Horizon' (MB) lc: blue to blue green ls: puckered and much like H. tokudama 

 'Blue Ice' 
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'Blue Ivory' immediately appeals for it's true frosty blue center and very wide, clean ivory-white
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 edges. One of the best of this color combo. 

 'Blue Jay' ht: 8 in. tall x 24 in. wide lc: intense powder blue fc: light lavender or: H. Benedict 1987 as
 self of 'Dorset Blue' 

 'Blue Lady' (MB)(SB) lc: very dark blue ls: cordiform or heart-shaped or: Fisher 

 'Blue Line' 
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'Blue Lollipop' has small but narrow blades in dark blue with silvery-blue veins. The water spots
 reduce the farinose reflection and appear to the eye and camera as olive green.
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 'Blue Mammoth' (LB) ht: 50 in., ha: large mound - one of the largest blues known gr: vigorous lc:
 light blue lv: puckered ls: rounded fc: pale lavender or: Paul Aden 

 x tardiana 'Blue Moon' ('Halo') ha: flat small clump - one of the smallest H. x tardiana gr: rather
 slow for gardens but slow enough for rock gardens lc: dark blue ls: orbicular-cordiform ll: to 6cm
 lw: to 4cm fc: white to very pale lilac bt: July to August pr: slug resistant lu: rockery or groundcover
 or: Smith and Aden

'Blue Mouse Ears' - ht: 6-12 inch, dwarf, lc: rich frosty, slightly cupped like...well...ears. It's very,
 tiny, colorful, and symmetrical - one of the best small blues.

Please visit www.cultivar.org for more perennial genera files, species identification keys, a mix of
 both free and paid content from around the world

 'Blue Ox' (LB) lc: very bright blue ls: rounded and cupped lt: very thick and rough surface 

 'Blue Piecrust' (MB) lc: blue lm: piecrust or crimped type or: Summers 

 'Blue Plisse' (LB) ht: 28 in. wd: 64 in. lc: dark blue ls: heavily veined la: pointed downward fc: white
 bt: mid June to July 10 in Indianapolis pet: upright with leaves held horizontally or: Soules c. 1991 
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 'Blue Rock' (LB) ha: large lc: blue ls: rounded lv: crinkled 

 'Blue Saucers' (LB) lc: blue to blue green ls: puckered and rugose fc: white or: Powell 1977 

 'Blue Seer' (LB) ht: 18 in. lc: medium bright blue ls: puckered and crinkled or: Aden 

 'Blue Shadows' (MB) lc: 'marbled' blue shades with some yellow markings or: Anderson 1980 - may
 be a sport of H. tokudama clone

'Blue Silver' - ht: 6 inch, dwarf, ls: distinctly wedge-shaped, narrowly ovate, lc: rich powdery blue.
 Good blue for narrower, pointed blades.

 'Blue Skies' (MB) gr: vigorous compared to many blues lc: very blue fc: white or: Smith 1988 

 'Blue Skirt' (MB) ht: 20 in. lc: blue green ls: puckered and rugose fc: white or: Geissler 1970 from H.
 sieboldiana x ? 

 'Blue Tiers' (MB) lc: blue green ls: rugose and puckered fc: white or: Aden 1976 

 'Blue Troll' (MB) ht: 12 in. lc: bright medium blue fc: white or: Savory 1973 

 'Blue Umbrellas' (LB) ht: 48 in., ha: vigorous large mound lc: blue green - becoming much more
 green than most blues while lc: others like the phrase 'matt blue green'. Older leaves lc: become
 very green by season's end lt: very thick fc: lavender with whiter margins or: Paul Aden 1976 -
 registered 1978 

 'Blue Veil' (LB) lc: medium blue fc: white fq: abundant and showy blooms lc: blue base lt: very thick
 ll: 7-9 in. ll: 4-6 in. fc: lavender or: Paul Aden as sport of H. 'Vicki Aden' 

 'Blue Velvet' (MB) ht: 20 in. lc: dark 'velvety' blue that holds most of season ls: cupped and crinkled
 fc: white or: Aden 1976 
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 'Blue Venus' = 'Blaue Venus' 

 'Blue Vision' (LB) lc: medium blue lt: thick blade or: Aden 1976 

 'Blue Wedgwood' ('Blue Wedgewood')(MB) lc: dark blue lt: thick blade ls: wedge-shaped or: Smith
 but named by Summer c. 1988 

 'Blue Whirls' (MB) ha: notably symmetrical leaf position lc: silvery blue or: Aden

'Blueberry Muffin' - 14 in., leaves large, rounded, sunken base, medium corrugation but also
 irregular patterns in folding and intervenal separations, pinkish petiole too, flowers a light mauve.
 Or: Bill Meyer.

'Blueberry Tart' - ht: 22 in., lc: gluacous bluish-green, holding color well, fc: rose-lavender, ls:
 lanceolate, sharp, lm: slightly undulate. Dense mound.

'Blueberry Waffles' - 30 in, large plant, very highly corrugated and rumped blades, each leave both
 convex and concave in various portions, a dark blue overall, very oddly crimped and puckered. Or:
 Sandy Brown.
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'Bluper' is no mistake and a very nice choice in the mid-size, dark frosty blue category. 

'Bobbie Sue' ht: 16 in. tall (32 in. flower) x 48 in. wide lc: dark green broadly margined in pure white
 ltex: heavily corrugate fc: lavender eval: one of the best white marginal cvs. (Tony Avent 2000) or:
 Clarence Owens 1984 

'Bobbin' = H. venusta 'Bobbin' 

'Bold and Brassy' (LY) lc: yellow lw: wide blades or: Seaver aqw: 1998 Summers Award 

'Bold Ribbons' (MMW) lc: green with extremely wide white margins or: Aden 

'Bold Edger' (MMW) lc: margined creamy white and sharply so 
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'Bold Ruffles' (LB) ht: 30 in. ha: very wide spreading mound lc: grey blue to blue-green lm: distinctly
 undulate or ruffled lt: very thick blades fc: white or: Arett 1975 

'Booka' (DB) ht: 5 in. ha: denser and dwarfer than parent 'Blue Cadet' lc: blue-green with velvety
 sheen fc: lavender bt: July or: Henry Weissenberger from 'Blue Cadet' 

'Border Bandit' 

'Borsch 1' 

'Bountiful' (SG) ha: compact mound lc: green fc: lavender with pinkish tints or: Fisher 

'Bouquet' (MG) lc: medium green fc: dark lavender ft: many double
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 'Brave Amberst' is a huge dark green with irregular cream margins and that irregularly is part of it's
 charm. The color is unpredictable and so every leaf is a bit unique.

'Brave Amberst'

'Bressingham Blue' (LB) lc: deep glaucous blue lw: very wide ls: cupped lt: very thick fc: 'pearly' white
 or: Bloom of Bressingham Gardens as H. sieboldiana 'Elegans' x H. tokudama
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 'Bridal Falls'

'Bridal Falls' - 28 in, leaves medium wide ovate, very strongly undulate (piecrust style), medium
 green with light yellow to cream edges of varying depth (15-25% surface), veins sunken but not
 classically corrugated, flowers light lavender on tall scapes. Pat: US PPAF. Or: van Den Top as sport
 of 'Niagara Falls'.
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 'Bridegroom' - ht: 30 in., lc: glossy green, lm, ls: twisted upward, piecrust/crimped edge, fc:
 purple. 

 
 'Brigham Blue' is one of those massive sieboldiana 'Elegans' products that is super large, and with a
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 bit more green than the extreme forms. It's a good balance for me.

'Brigham Blue' ha: mid-size lc: blue ls: cordiform and cupped lv: puckered surface fc: white bt: July 

 x tardiana 'Bright Glow' (MY) ht: 15 in. ha: neat and vigorous mound lc: yellow with creamy tints lt:
 thick blades compared to most gold tardianas la: apex acute to acuminate fc: white fq: numerous
 bt: July or: Paul Aden 1986 

 'Bright Lights' = H. tokudama 'Bright Lights' 

 'Brim Cup' (MMW) lc: shades of green with irregular but wide white edge ls: cupped or: Aden 1989 

'Broad Band' - 24 in. tall, leaves very large, distinctly cordiform, bright medium becoming a darker
 green center with a very wide margin (15-30% surface) in yellow to chartreuse and yellowish-lime
 shades, flowers near white on 30 in. stalks. Or: Ron Livingston.

 'Brooke' (SB) lc: blue green fc: white or: Stone and Ruh 1987 

 'Brookwood Blue' (LB) lc: blue green ls: cupped and puckered fc: white 

 'Brother Ronald' (MB) ht: 16 in. lc: dark blue green fc: lavender to white or: Eric Smith 1988
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'Brother Stefan' is one of the finest with a large lime-gold center.

 'Brother Stefan' - ht: 22 in., lc: irregular greenish-gold center, very wide bluish-green margins,
 highly rugose/corrugated, fc: white

'Brutus' - 30 in, tall, a rich medium green, moderate luster, very heavily rugose but more along the
 secondary veins and not as much between them, moderate undulations, some blades reach 12-16
 in. long, flowers light purple on scapes up to 30 in. long. Or: Dale Beilstein.

 'Bubba' (SG) ht: 10 in. lc: 'slick' green 'as if coated with Slick 50' or: Tony Avent 1994 as seedling of
 'Sum and Substance' in: Plant Delights Nur. 1994 

 'Buckanon' (LB) lc: blue green fc: white or: Moldovan 1983 

 'Buckeye Blue' (MB) ht: 30-36 in. lc: intense blue ls: round and crinkled fc: white or: Hatfield 

 'Buckshaw Blue' (MB)(LB) ht: 12 in. - taller plants to 20 in. are reported lc: bright blue - one of the
 most intense known fc: white aw: Minks 1976 RHS A.M. or: Smith before 1975 - registered in 1986 

 'Buchanon' (LB) lc: dark rich blue ls: puckered and ruffled 

 'Buckwheat Honey' (SG) ht: 10-12 in. lc: light green fc: lavender or: Benedict 1984 from 'Ginko
 Craig' x H. plantaginea 

 'Buffy' (MB)(SB) ht: 6-12 in. - reports vary widely ha: mound of narrow leaves lc: blue to blue green
 fc: white bt: July or: Henry Weissenberger 1986 from 'Hadspen Blue' 

 'Buggy Wheels' 

 'Bunchoku' = H. sieboldii 'Bunchoku' 

 'Butter Rim' (MMY) ht: 10-12 in. lc: green with yellow edge lv: smooth surface - many others are
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 puckered ll: to 10cm lw: to 4cm ls: ovate fc: white or: Summers as H. decorata x H. sieboldii c.
 1969 

 'Butter White Rim' (MMW) ht: 10 in. lc: green with white margin - whiter version of 'Butter Rim' fc:
 white or: Summer 1987 as sport of 'Butter Rim' 

 'Butternut Hill' (LBG) lc: blue green ls: narrow and ovate-lanceolate
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'Caesar Salad' is a super-wavy, mid-green clone of high quality.
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 'Caberet' is an odd thing, a pretty thing none the less. The narow blade is basically half limey-
chartreuse with a center in mid-green and grey striped in white to various degrees. There are
 several new mutants in this general tricolored style and the jury remains out on which will dominate
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 over time.

 'Cajun Sunrise' - ht: 22 in., lc: medium green, yellow and cream streaks, lm, ls: rugose/corrugated,
 cupped, fc: light lavender.

 'Calypso' (SCW) ht: 6-8 in. lc: Kelly green with creamy center ls: narrow and ovate-lanceolate ll: 9
 in. lw: 1.5 in. fc: lavender or: Lachman 1987 

 x tardiana 'Camelot' (MB) ht: 15-22 in. lc: blue green ll: 7 in. lw: 6 in. fc: lavender or: Smith 1988

 'Cameo' (1/8) - ht: 4 inch, dwarf, 12 in. in flower, lc: greeyish-green, wide creamy-yellow margin to
 25% or so. It's one of the finest dwarf marginates around today.

 'Canadian Blue' - ht: 12 in. becoming 16 in. in flower, lc: darker blue than 'Halycon', lc: thick
 blades.

 'Canadian Shield' - ht: 16 in., lc: glossy green, lt: thick blades, slug resistant.

 'Candle Glow' (SCWY) ht: 6 in. lc: chartreuse and yellow with a white center ll: 5 in. or: Arett and
 Minks 

 'Candle Wax' (MG) ht: 12 in. lc: glossy dark green - waxy fc: white or: Minks 1974 

 'Candy Hearts' (SG) ht: 16 in. lc: green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped ll: 6 in. lw: 4-6 in. fc: white or:
 Fisher 1971 from H. nakaiana and ? 

 capitata (SG) ht: 12 in. lc: medium green lm: distinctly undulate (wavy) fc: lavender it: clusters of
 flowers at the inflorescence terminus. The name capitata it: derives from the head-like or capitate
 grouping of flowers. 

 'Capitol Dome' (MG) ht: 12 in. ha: dome-shaped mound lc: medium green lm: undulate of piecrust
 form or: Minks 1980
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 'Capitol Hill' is, I am tempted to say, something that mutates into something vastly different from
 that first purchased by the voter...I mean gardener. Humor aside, it's a very fine, super glossy
 choice with a lovely mint green margin on a medium green center. Two-tone green variegates are
 refreshing and a nice change of pace. Bring them on folks...
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 'Captain Kirk' - ht: 18 in., lc: large gold center, wide dark green margin to 30%, fc: lavender. Sport
 of 'Gold Standard' so it has good lineage.

 'Carder Blue' = H. tokudama 'C.B.' 

 'Cardwell Yellow' ('Kross F-9')(LY) ht: 20 in. lc: yellow fc: lavender or: Kross and Rih 1981 

 'Carefree' (LY) ht: 14-16 in. lc: yellow becoming green by summer fc: white or: Fisher 1971 from
 'Golden Anniversary' 

 'Carnival' (LMY) ht: 16-18 in. lc: medium green edged in golden yellow ls: oval ls: crinkled lt: thick
 fc: lavender or: Lachman 1986 from 'Frances Williams' and 'Beatrice' 

 'Carol' (fortunei 'Carol') (MMW) ht: 16-20 in. lc: dark green margined white - sharp color contrast
 fc: lavender or: Williams 1963 

 'Carriage Wheels' 

 'Carrie Ann' (SMWY)(SMW) ha: small mound lc: yellow in spring becoming green with a white margin
 fc: white bt: August - late for most marginals ft: blooms open fully and show well or: Stone-Ruh
 1988 

 'Carousel' (SMY) ht:" 10 in. lc: dark green edged yellow ls: cordiform or heart-shaped fc: lavender
 or: Lachman 1989 

 'Carrie' ('Carrie Ann')(SMY) ht: 10 in. lc: medium green edged yellow becoming edged white ll: 3-4
 in. lw: 1.5 in. lm: slightly undulate fc: white or: Ruh 1988 

 'Cartwheels' (LMYB) ht: 24-30 in. lc: blue green edged in yellow ls: puckered and rugose fc: white
 or: Summers as sport of 'Wagon Wheels'

 'Cascades' - ht: 16-20 in., lc: green, white centers, lt: cascading blades from erect stems. 
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 'Cassandra' (SY) ht: 6 in. lc: chartreuse ls: narrowly lanceolate ll: 3 in. lw: 1-1.5 in. fc: lavender or:
 Wagner 1985

'Cat and Mouse' (1/2015) - dwarf, 3 in. tall. lc: medium blue to greenish-blue, faint small gold
 center to 40%, ll, ls: tiny, rounded as 'Mouse Ears' series. Or: H. Hansen.

 'Cat's Eye' - ht: 5 inch miniature, lc: yellow center, green margins. From H. venusta

'Cathedral Windows' is a delight in the medio-picta range, giving stripes, lines, windows, and
 patches of various sizes; each lime to gold to chartreuse.
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'Cathedral Windows' ht: 21 in., lc: center irregularly marked and patterned gold, lime, and
 chartreuse shades, very wide green margin. Flowers very intensely scented.

'Cathay Late'('Mack No. 17') (MG) lc: medium green fc: rich purple bt: very late - 1-3 weeks after
 'Lancifolia' or: Ruh 1985 

'Celebration' (DCW) ht: 14 in. ls: narrow and lanceolate ha: small and compact lc: cream base and
 center with green margin fc: lilac-lavender striped purple or: Paul Aden 1978 

'Center Stage' (MCW) ht: 14 in. lc: bright clean white center ls: narrow fc: lavender striped purple aw:
 Minks 1984 or: Vaughn 1982 

'Century One' (LG) wd: clumps to 70 in. ht: 30 in. - very tall lc: pale green with grey tints in spring ll:
 to 14 in. lw: to 11 in. - wide! fc: white or: Moldovan 1983 from H. sieboldiana x ? 

'Challenger' (LG) ht: 24-28 in. lc: medium green lm: ruffled and rippled fc: white or: Fisher 1971 

'Chameleon' (LSW) ht: 36 in. lc: green and creamy white spots - varies over the year fc: white ns:
 This is not the 'Chameleon' from Smith of the UK or: Caprice Farm - Marx and Rodgers 1986
 registration 

'Champion' (LG) ht: 20 in. lc: grey green ls: rounded and cupped fc: white or: Soules and Simpers
 1985 

'Change of Heart' (9/9) - 8 in., leaves smallish, long-cordiform, center a nice chartreuse with some
 lime zones, broady margined white to 25%. Hans Hansen. A very lovely, unusual set of colors, a
 sport of 'Cheatin' Heart'. 

'Change of Tradition' (MMW) ht: 20-24 in. ls: lanceolate fc: lavender lc: medium green edged white
 or: Zilis 1988 

'Changing Moods' (DY) lc: yellow ls: lanceolate fc: lavender or: Vaughn 1983
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'Chantilly Lace' is the modern perfectionof the old marginated Fortunei types, giving a bright edge
 and more leaves than just about any it's size.

 'Chantilly Lace' (MMW) ha: medium lc: grey green margined creamy white lm: undulate ls: narrow 

 'Chartreuse Waves' (MYG) ha: medium and dense lc: yellow green lm: ruffled 
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 'Chartreuse Wiggles' (SYG) ha: very small and forming a low mound ht: 6 in. lc: yellow green or
 chartreuse ls: narrow lm: ruffled fc: lilac-lavender or: Paul Aden 1976 

 'Cheatin' Heart' ha: extremely small ht: 6 in. tall x 12 in. wide in leaf - 8 in. tall in flower lc: bright
 gold ls: cordiform lm: slight undulations fc: pale lavender or: Bill Zumbar 

 'Chelsea Babe' lc: as fortunei 'Albo-picta' but on a smaller blade ns: Grenfell suggests it may be H.
 'Maya' by Summers or: Smith and Grounds at least under this name 

 'Cherry Berry' - ht: 10 inch dwarf, lc: white center, green edge. 

'Cherry Tomato' - 5 in. tall, leaves very narrow, lanceolate, dark green marginsd, centered a light
 yellow becoming paler, petioles showy in red tints, flowers purple on reddish scapes. Or: van der
 Kolk as sport of 'Cherry Berry', more vigorous than it and with a thicker blade.

 'Cherub' ht: 10 in. x 12 in. wide lc: dark green with wide white margin lv: highly rugose lt: thick
 blades fc: lavender or: Lachman 1989 from 'Crepe Suzette x 'Blue Moon'

'Chicadee' - ht: 4 inch dwarf, lc: centered and striped creamy-yellow, flecked at times, wide dark
 green edge to 40%, ls: very narrow blade, quite thick, fc: lavender.

'Chief Sitting Bull' - 30 in. tall, a massive, majestic mound of dark green very corrugated foliage, lots
 of odd undulates and crimps along the way, flowers light lavender on stalks to 40 in. long. Or: Van
 Wade.

'Chinese Sunrise' (SCY) ha: small and stoloniferous ls: much like H. cathayana as lanceolate lm: very
 flat - not undulate as other narrowed-leaved variegates ll: to 13cm lw: to 2cm la: narrowly acute lc:
 glossy dark green with yellow to chartreuse center. Paler by fall. ns: Some consider it a variegated
 clone of the H. lancifolia or ns: H. cathayana complex fc: dark lavender bt: August and September
 or: Japan as unnamed clone and later named in the US by Ruh. 

'Chiquita' 
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'Christmas Gold' (MY) lc: golden yellow ls: cupped and crinkled blade or: Seaver c. 1989

 'Christmas Pageant' is another of the fine cream-edged clones with a wide chimera and a nice, dark
 contrasty center. Texture is wonderful.

'Christmas Pageant' - ht: 36 in., lc: dark green irregular cengter, wide creamy edge, ls: sunken
 veins, moderately wide ovate, fc: light lavender.
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 'Christmas Tree' (LMW) lc: dark green with wide creamy white margins - good contrast or: Vaughn 

 'Christmas Tree Gala' 

'Church Mouse' - 8 in, another take on 'Mouse Ears' in thick bluish-green to greenish-blue but fairly
 rotund-round and very broadly undulate compared to most of the Mouse types, lavender flowers.
 Or: Walters Gardens, intro. 2012.

 'Cinnamon Stick' 

 'Circus Clown' (MG) lc: medium green lm: ruffled or undulate 

 'Citation' (MMWY) ht: flat mound of 8 in. x 12 in. lc: yellow to chartreuse with white margins lw:
 7.5cm ll: 17cm fc: light lavender 

 'Classic Delight' (LG) lc: green lm: distinctly undulate or ruffled fc: near white or: Fisher 

 'Claudia' (MG) lc: glossy medium green fc: dark and showy purple ls: spathulate-ovate ll: to 15cm
 lw: to 2.5cm or: Diana Grenfell as H. sieboldii x H. clausa f. normalis. She or: named it for her
 daughter.

clauca 'Jilin' - ha: very stoloniferous, short groundcover, lc: green, fc: lavender. A good cut flower.

'Clifford's Forest Fire' - ht: 16 in., lc: dark green, wide yellow edges. Sport of 'Sagae' and much like it
 overall.

'Climax' - ht: 50 in., lc: medium green, yellow edge, ls, lm: medium corrugation, rounded-ovate, fc:
 lavender. Erect form with cascading leaves. CU
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'Clovelly' is named for the cobblestone streets of the English town Clovelly and is a competent,
 rugose-ribbed clone with medium undulations.
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'Cool As A Cucumber' - 28 in., cascading to arching, medium to large mound, narrowly lanceolate-
ovate blades, near white centers (25-60% surface), medium green edges, lots of transition ribs in
 dusky lime to light olive and grayish-green. Or: Walters Gardens, intro. 2013.

'Coast to Coast' - 30 in, large plants, vase-shaped, leaves heavily corrugated, greenish-yellow with
 some greener veins (especially the base of the midrib in the base of the leaf), flowers are lavender
 on green scapes. Or, in: Olga Petryszyn, offered by Walters Gardens and Provens Winners in 2014.

 'Color Accord' (MCW) lc: medium green with white central zone 

 'Color Glory' = H. sieboldiana 'C.G.' 

 'Color Riot' lc: 'green and white' 

 'Colossal' (LG) ha: very huge mound lc: green lv: veins very conspicuous fc: light lavender or: Savory
 

 'Columbus Circle' (LMY) ha: large lc: green with very wide yellow edge - about 50% yellow or: S.
 Lucia

'Cookie Crumbs' - ht: 12 in. miniature, lc: green, white margin, fc: light purple. Variegated sport of
 'Tiny Tears' with a similar dense mound.

 'Corduroy' (LMWY) lc: very dark green ls: ribbed like the fabric

'Corn Belt' - ht: 16 in. becoming 24 in. in flower, lc: bright gold center, green edge, lm: well
 undulated

'Cotton Candy' - medium. lc: medium to dark green, very fine marginal spots of cream, or what a
 taxonomist might call a margino-maculata pattern, in plain language a fog of green and white
 toward the edges that is not unique but quite special in this genus.

 'Counter Point' (LMWY) lc: yellow green marked blue green with white margins
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'Country Mouse' - ht: 4 inch dwarf, lc: rich bluish-green, margined white to 10%, ls: broadly ovate,
 fc: lavender. One of the more colorful miniatures around.

 'County Park' = H. elata 'County Park'

'Cracker Crumbs' - ht: 6-12 inch dwarf, lc: 98% glossy yellow center, each with sunken veins, thin
 dark margins and some stripes in green, fc: lavender.

 'Crayons' 

 'Crepe Suzette' (SSW) ha: small lc: medium to dark green splashed white near the margins ls:
 rounded fc: lavender or: Lachman 

 'Crested Reef' (MG) lc: light green lm: distinctly crested and ruffled on a puckered blade or: Minks 

 'Crested Surf' ha: mid-size compact clump lc: new growth yellow with a white margin becoming
 green with white lc: margination. fc: purple bt: August 

 'Crinolin Petticoats' ha: dense with top leaves covering the lower ones like a waterfall lc: dark blue
 green with metallic sheen as leaves age ls: rounded as with H. sieboldiana lv: puckered hp:
 sieboldiana x tokudama or: Soules

'Crown Jewel' - ht: 12 in. becoming 24 in. in flower, lc: gold center, thin white edge

'Crown Prince' - ht: 12 in. becoming 24 in. in flower, lc: gold center, thin green edge

 'Crusader' ht: 18 in., then 42 in. in flower, ha: medium lc: dark glossy green with creamy white
 margins , fc: light lavender.

 'Curls' ha: small in upright form lc: green ls: twisted

'Curly Fries' - 6-8 in, fine-textured miniature mound, leaves lanceolate, very highly undulate, pale
 chartreuse to yellowish-green, very long, acuminate apex. Or: Bob Solberg.
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'Cutting Edge' - ht: 27 in., lc: very rich blue, white backs very visible, fc: lavender. lm: undulate, la:
 acuminate. 

 'Daily Joy' (MG) lc: bright spring green ls: rounded 

 'Dana Nicolette' (SB) ha: compact lc: very blue fc: light lavender or: Henry Weissenberger as
 'Hadspen Blue' seedling

'Dance With Me' - ht: 36 in., lc: green edge, chartreuse center that brightens if decent sun, lc: light
 lavender.

'Dancing In The Rain' - ht: 32 in., lc: bluish-green margins and stipes, pure white center. A huge
 clump in time. US Patent #15977. Eval: 'Dancing Star' is considered improved and a replacement for
 this clone by Walters Gardens, the originator.

'Dancing Queen' - 18 in., medium to large, blades bright yellow all summer, moderately undulate
 (3-7 crests per side), aging gracefully to green tones, flowers pale lavender. Or: Kent Terpening.

'Dancing Stars' - 24 in. tall, leaves corrugated, creamy center turns white (25-65% surface), margins
 dark bluish-green, stronger and with wider edges than 'Dancing In The Rain', flowers light lavender.
 Pat, or: US# 22611 to Walters Gardens.

'Dark Shadows' - ht: 43 in., lc: dark green, chartreuse margin becomes greener, a nice subtle
 combination, fc: light lavender.

 'Dark Star' ht: 18 in., lc: blue margined cream, ls: narrowly ovate

 'Dark Victory' (MG) lc: dark green

'Dawn's Early Light' - ht: 36 in, lc: bright but light yellow, more chartreuse by summer, lm, ls:
 corrugated, crimped edge, fc: lavender.

'Day's End' - ht: 26-30 in., lc: yellow edge, green center. Very large in time.
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'Daybreak' is fairly uniform yellow at best, a bitter greener in this under-tree, shady spot. The blade
 is deeply veined but not puckered, medium width, and of good gloss. The shine is accentuated by
 rain of 10 minutes before at Lewis Ginter.

'Daybreak' (LY) ha: large ha: medium mound of 20 in. high and 24 in. wide lc: clear but dark golden
 yellow lt: thick blades 

 'Dear Heart' (MY) lc: medium green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped and often slight convex
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'Decorata' (H. decorata, 'Thomas Hogg') - 75cm in flower, spreading mound. Leaves broadly elliptic,
 bluntly acute, white margin. Flowers campanulate, rich purple. Not a true species but a hybrid of
 unknown parentage.

 'Deep Blue Sea'

'Deep Blue Sea' - ht: 15 inches (34 in. in flower), lc: rich powdery blue, lt: highly corrugated, thick,
 waxy, slightly cupped, very heat tolerant surface.
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'Deja Blue' - ht: 18 in., lc: bluish-green, chartreuse edge, submarginal white ring if given some light,
 fc; light lav ender. 
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 'Deliverence' has a purdy clump of narrow blades, irreglarly edges and stripes in shades from pure
 white to dirty cream to somber chartreuse. It's special in being irregular and not like much anything
 else.

'Delta Dawn' ht: 18 in. tall lc: gold with a wide swirling creamy margin lv: highly rugose fc: light
 lavender or: Vaughn 1995 as seedling of 'Aztec Treasure'

'Deluxe Edition' (Fortunei Group) - lc: white center sport of Fortunei Group 'Green Mountain'

 'Density' (MB) lc: rich blue lv: veins raised in a ribbed manner 

'Designer Genes' - 18 in., leaves yelow becoming chartreuse and greener, it is partly yellow all
 summer and never all green., notable for rich red or rose-red marked petioles which contrast so
 well. Eval: best gold hosta with red petioles (Walters Gardens, website, accessed 12.8.2014). Or:
 Wrede.

'Devils Advocate' - 36 in., large mound in time, leaves bluish-green, pale green margins with ribs
 into the interior (20-40% surface), edges more apple green and bright with age, medium rugosity
 which is mostly between the secondary veins. flowers a light lavender. Or: Walters Gardens as sport
 of 'Blue Angel'

 x tardiana 'Devon Blue' (MB) ht: to 90cm in bloom ls: ovate-cordiform ll: to 18cm lw: to 10cm lc:
 blue grey to greenish blue fc: light purple or: Bowden

'Devon Green' - ht: 30 in., lc: glossy medium to dark green, ls: sunken veins, fc: lavender on purple
 tinged scapes.

'Dew Drop' - ht: 8 in. miniature, lc: green with thin white edge, fc: lavender. Vigorous for such a tiny
 thing.

 'Dewline' (LMW) ha: very lage lc: medium green with white margin la: pointed or: Thompkins 1989
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 'Diana Remembered'
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'Diana Remembered' - ht: 15 inches, 48 in. in flower, lc: glossy bluish-green, irregularly margined
 creamy-white, often broadly so, fc: white. Very scented flowers. 

 'Diamond Tiara' ht: 14 in. tall x 24 in. wide gr: vigorous lc: medium green with a wide wide edge fc:
 dark purple or: Zilis 1985 from 'Golden Tiara' 

'Diamonds are Forever' - 10 in. tall, like the Tiara types, numerous medium leaves, but this one is
 margined a clean, crisp white, center medium to dark green, flowers purple. Or, in: Walters
 Gardens, intro. 2012.
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 'Dick Ward' is mostly yellow to cream with the margin and internal sectorings just added
 adornment. If you like your pale puckers large and wide, this is a very nice choice. Here's another
 view shot earlier in the year. 
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'Dick Ward' (LCY) lc: yellow with irregular blue-green edge - 70-80% gold ls: broadly cordiform as H.
 sieboldiana lsu: puckered or: Hatfield 1991
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 'Diva' - ht: 46 in., lc: light green becoming golden-yellow, ls: oval, corrugated, fc: white

 
 'Dixie Chick' has a glossy green charm with just the thinnest possible white margin. The blade is
 narrowly ovate with a very sharp apex that lends more charm to it. 
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'Dixie Chickadee' is a fun dwarf with twisted, tempting blade about third green with centers in dark
 cream, liberally splashed and striped green. This is a very special clone.

 'Dixie Cups' - 15 in. tall, leaves glaucous-frosty blue, corrugated and cups, flowers purple on 28 in.
 stems. Or: Plant Delights 2010.

'Dixie Queen' (SG) ha: small and dense lc: dark and light green shades 

 'Don Stevens' (MMW) ha: medium lc: glossy medium green with uniform creamy white margins fc:
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 red tints or: Seaver 

 'Donahue's Piecrust' (LG) lc: medium green lm: ruffled of the piecrust type 

 x tardiana 'Dorset Blue' (SB) gr: often very slow - hense not so popular among some nurseries lc:
 dark rich aqua blue ls: orbicular-cordiform ll: to 13cm lw: to 9cm lv: very textured surface fc:
 lavender or: Smith

'Dragon Fire' - ht: 48 in., lc: bluish-green, pet: purple, showy, fc: light lavender. Rippled and folded
 blades give a nice, different effect.

 'Dragon Tails' -ht: 4 inch dwarf, lc: bright gold, lm: highly undulate, ls: very narrow, fc: light
 lavender.

'Dream Queen' - ht: 16 in. becoming 24 in. in flower, lc: bluish-green, flaring creamy-yellow center,
 ls, lm: thick, corrugated and puckered. 

 'Dream Weaver' - ht: 48 in., lc: bluish-green, creamy-yellow center, fc: white. Sport of 'Great
 Expectations', slowish but said to be worth it

 'Drummer Boy' (SG) ha: medium clump gr: vigorous ls: rounded and cupped lc: dark green fc:
 purple or: apparently H. nakiana in the parentage 

 'Duchess' (MMW) lc: dark green edged white it: inflorescence bracts are distinctly erect and form a
 tower of it: variegated bracts 

 'Duke' (LG) ha: very large lc: medium green lvs: pebbled or: Savory 

 'Dupage Delight'

'Dust Devil' - ht: 18 in., lc: dark green center, creamy-white edge, fc: lavender.

'Earth Angel' - ht: 36 in. (50 in. in flower), lc: blue, irregularly margined and striped creamy-yellow,
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 lc: very wide ovate. One of the best marginates in a truly huge Hosta.

'Ebb Tide' - ht: 16 in., lc: green, streaky yellow edges, much like a smaller H. montana
 'Aureomarginata', la: acuminate, fc: near white

 'Edina Heritage' (LG) ha: large lc: blue green with bluer center lt: very thick or: Savory 

 'Edward Wargo' lc: very dark green fc: lavender bt: July or: Henry Weissenberger 

 'El Capitan' (LMY) ht: 22 in. becoming 48 in. flower, c: margined yellow ls: rounded and very large
 lv: distinctly crinkled 
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 'El Nino' is a one of those white on blue choices that immediately ceases the heart and mind. It's so
 frosty and lovely without being too big and puckery that it deserves a place in all gardens of any
 size.
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elata 'County Park' (MG) ha: medium clump with densely packed leaves in the center and the ha:
 outer ones more horizontal. lc: light to medium matt green ls: orbicular-ovate or rounded and
 often cupped pet: to 4cm long and grooved fc: white ft: campanulate or bell-shaped dr: Grenfell
 reports it can get ground rot or: Roger Grounds found as seedling. Named by Hutchins. 

 'Eleanor Reath' (LB) lc: rich blue lt: thick fc: white or: Reath 

 'Elephant Burgers' (MG) ht: 18 in. lc: dark green lv: heavily corrugated or: Avent 1993 ns: the name
 refers to the leaf that looks like 'a hamburger that has been ns: stepped on by an elephant' (Plant
 Delights Cat. 1993: 39) 

 'Elizabeth Campbell' ('Panache Jaune')(MCY) ht: 18-26 in., lc: medium green with 2.5-8cm wide
 creamy yellow center. The lc: central colors extend well down the petiole and becomes more lc:
 distinct toward summar as the leaf darkens. lm: slightly undulate or ruffled or: apparently a sport
 or cross of H. fortunei 'Albopicta' but or: history is not known. 

 'Ellen F. Weissenberger' (LB) ha: large mound lc: bright blue lv: puckered surface fc: white ft: blooms
 5-6 in. above foliage - more neat than some large blues bt: July or: Henry Weissenberger 

 'Ellerbroek' (MMY) lc: green margined golden yellow fc: lavender 

 'Elfin Power' (SMW) lc: green edged white lm: undulate ls: spoon-shaped 

 'Elvis Lives' lc: blue-green ls: narrow with downward projection lm: undulate fc: lavender 

'Embroidery'  - 15 in. tall, medium. lc: medium green, paler green center to 85%, lt: unusual tattoo-
like margins, puckered stitching if you will in the submargin, making a curious raised zone of odd
 textures. Or: Paul Aden.

 'Emerald Ripples' (SG) lc: rich green lm: ruffled

'Emerald Ruff Cut' - ht: 24 in., lc: golden-yellow, dark green edge, glossy, lm: very undulate, fc:
 light lavender.
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 'Emerald Skies' (MG) ha: low and flat lc: emerald and glossy green fc: white ft: 'Hyacinth-like' or:
 Paul Aden and Klehm 

 'Emerald Necklace' 

 'Emerald Tiara' (SCY) ha: as 'Golden Tiara' lc: yellow margined green or: Zilis 1991 

 'Emma Foster' = H. montana 'Emma Foster' 

 'Empire State' (LG) ha: extremely large - big as a state! ht: to 36 in. for foliage alone lc: dark green
 lm: undulate ll: to 16 in. lw: to 13 in. lv: ruffled and puckered or: Moldovan 1983 

 'Emily Dickinson' (MMW) ha: compact but vigorous lc: green edged white lc: dark lavender fc:
 lavender ff: rich scent bt: late July or: Lachman 

 'Emma Foster' (LY) lc: yellow ls: as H. montana or: Walters

'Empress Wu' - 48 inches, a super massive mound, needs 4-5 years to become huge, as big as this
 genus gets, leaves large at 16 in. or more, dark green, some bluish reflections, deep sunken veins
 along the secondaries, flowers reddish-violet. Pat, Or: US# 20774 to Brian and Virginia Staggs.

'Enterprise' - ht: 36 in., lc: white center, irregularly margins from light to dark green, heat tolerant
 colors, fc: lavender. 'Captain Kirk' sport and similar to 'Vulcan', another sport.

 'Ersatz'

'Eskimo Pie' - ht: 24 in., lc: huge creamy-white central zone to 95%, bluish-green margins
 sometimes stripe into the blade too. US Patent# 16290. 

 'Estelle Aden' (MY) lc: golden yellow lm: crinkled or: Aden?
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 'Eternal Flame'

'Eternal Flame' - ht: 10 inches (24 in. in flower), lc: irregular flame-like white center to 50-60%, very
 dark green margins, fc: light lavender. One of the best newer white medio-pictas.

 'Evelyn McCafferty' (LB) lc: rich blue or: H. tokudama in the parentage 

 'Evening Magic' ha: medium lc: golden with 0.25 in. wide margin fc: near white bt: July 

 'Eventide' 
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 'Exotic Frances Williams' (MMWB) lc: blue green with a white edge - white-edged version of 'F.W.' ls:
 cupped 

 'Excitation' (MY) ha: symmetrical with pinwheel effect of leaves lc: chartreuse green 

 'Extrovert'

'Eye Declare' - ht: 36 in., lc: bright yellow center, green edge.

'Faith' - ht: 16 in., lc: gold tinged green, lt: extremely rich corrugation, ls: broadly ovate to
 suborbicular, lc: lavender. One of the most rugose, textured golds around.

 'Fall Bouquet' (SG) ha: symmetrical small mound of 12 in. tall lc: dark green lm: undulate la:
 narrowly acute (pointed) pet: notably red and showy fc: lavender blue fq: abundant and suitable for
 cut flowers 

 'Fair Maiden' (SMW) ht: 12 in. lc: medium green widely edged in creamy white - wider edge than lc:
 'Heartsong' which is resembles fc: light lavender or: Walters as sport of 'Amber Maiden' 

 'Fairway Green' (SG) ha: small lc: glossy green ls: spoon-shaped and wide for the clump size 
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'Faith' is a chartreuse, favoring the yellow size, good puckerng in older leaves.

 'Fall Bouquet' (SG) ha: low symmetrical mound ht: 12 in. wd: 18 in. gr: vigorous lm: undulate-wavy
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 la: acute fc: 'blue' bt: September lu: grouncover or: Paul Aden

'Fallen Angel' - ht: 48 in., lc: misty/frosted white at first, later bluish-green, best in cool climates,
 fc: near white. 
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 'Family Crest' has lovely textures in all green.

 'Fantastic' (LB) ha: large ls: round and wide with odd twists lc: blue grey lt: very thick lv: puckered
 and highly rugose fc: near white bt: late June

'Fantasy Island' - ht: 12 in., lc: creamy-white, irregularly green edge of various shades, fc: lavender,
 scape pink. 

 'Fascination' (SCY) ha: low mound of 14 in. tall lc: mixed irregular center of yellow and cream.
 Margin of green includes lc: some grey and pale green sectors. fc: pale lilac 

 'Fernwood' (LG) lc: bright light green - named for similar to spring fern colorations lv: distinctly
 ribbed and textured blades

'Fickle Blue Genes' - ht: 30 in., lc: bluish-green, striped light green, lime, chartreuse, and yellow,
 very glossy, whitish back. fc: near white

'Final Summation' - 20 in. tall, medium-large. lc: dark green, centered chartreuse to yellow at 90%
 or more, ll: massive blades as sport of 'Sum and Substance'. Or: Robert Solberg.
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'Fire and Ice'

'Fire Island' - ht: 34 in., lc: bright yellow becoming green by summer, pet: red to red-spotted,
 showy, fc: lavender

'Fireworks' - ht: 12 inch, ha: upright, lc: pure white, irregular dark green edges, lc: light lavender. US
 Patent #16062
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'First Blush' - medium, lc: medium green flush dark to medium red, petioles also very red, more red
 than 'Beet Salad', sunken secondary veins appear greener. ls: elliptic-ovate. Or: Solberg.

 'First Frost' at Plant Delights. Here's a very frosty, glaucous, medium wide blade that carries
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 margins from light yellow to cleanest white. It's essentially a tricolor.

'First Frost' - ht: 34 in., lc: powdery blue, bright yellow margin fades to cream by summer, lc: light
 lavender
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 'First Lady'

'First Mate' - ht: 21 in. lc: yellow with dark green margin, ls: lanceolate, fc: purple. Tetraploid of
 'Kabitan' and with more vigorous can replace it perhaps.
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 'Flame Stich' 

 'Fleeta Brownell Woodroffe' (MMY) lc: blue green with a wide yellow edge lv: distinctly rugose
 texture 

 'Floradora' (SB) ht: 6 in. (foliage) to 24 in. in bloom ha: similar to H. nakaiana lc: blue green fc:
 medium lilac or: Aden 1978 

 'Flower Power' (LB) lc: glossy blue green with grey below ff: heavily scented 

 'Flow Swirls' (MSW) ha: medium lc: light green with creamy white streaks rai: improvement over
 'Flamboyant' or: Aden 

 fluctuans 'Variegated' = 'Sagae' 

 'Fond Hope' (LG) ht: 24 in. ha: large lc: grey green or: Fisher 1973 

 'Formal Attire' (LMW) ha: lagre lc: dark green with pure white margins or: Vaughn 

FORTUNEI

Does fortunei even exist? It does exist of course but is it a true wild species or simply an old,
 pseudo-species imported from the East to the West. This is still being debated. I am presenting the
 alternative nomenclature in red in this file. Take your pick.

fortunei var. albopicta (Miq.) Hylander ('Fortunei Albopicta') lc: dark green with large white center 

 fortunei var. albopicta 'Aurea' (f. aurea) ('Fortunei Albopicta Aurea')lc: yellow but not always all
 summer - usually green in time 

fortunei 'Aureomarginata' ('Fortunei Aureomarginata')('Gold Crown') -  green with a thinnish gold
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 edge, not very showy by modern standards.

fortunei 'Carol' = H. 'Carol' 

 fortunei 'Gold Haze' (H. 'Gold Haze')(MY) lc: yellow but not fading as with 'Aurea' - gold all summer
 fc: pale lavender or: Eric Smith 

 fortunei 'Gold Leaf' ('Fortune Gold Leaf')(MY) lc: yellow all summer unlike 'Aurea' fc: pale lavender
 or: Eric Smith ns: this name is clearly invalid especially since it proves to be ns: a translation of
 'Aurea' (from which it clearly differs). 

 fortunei 'Granary Gold' (MY) lc: pale yellow most of summer but often becoming creamier yellow ll:
 longer than 'Aurea' ls: more cordiform than 'Aurea' ns: not all clones under this name in the UK are
 true or: Eric Smith in 1970's. It was received by George Smith of Somerset UK or: introduced by him
 in flower arrangenments and to the trade. It is or: named for Eric Smith's 'Granary Cottage'. It is a
 sport of 'Aurea' 

fortunei var. hyacinthina ('Fortunei Hyacinthina')- larger plant, leaves distinctly bluish-green, flowers
 reportedly better. The species of the trade is often this entity. 

fortunei var. hyacinthina 'La Vista' (MCW) lc: centered white fc: pale lavender or: Walters 1988 

fortunei var. gigantea = H. montana

 fortunei 'Moonlight' (LYMW) gr: slower than parent 'Gold Standard' ht: 24 in. in bloom ls: lanceolate
 lc: green to yellow green (chartreuse) with cream stripes near margin fc: white - others say lavender
 (?) bt: July or: Banyai as sport of fortunei 'Gold Standard' 

 fortunei var. obscura Hylander ('Fortunei Obscura')(MG) ls: cordate-ovate la: acuminate ll: 20-24cm
 lw: 14-16cm lc: dark matt green and grey glaucous below 

 fortunei var. obscura 'Aureomarginata' (MMY) lc: dark green and grey below with yellow margin 
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 fortunei 'Oriana' (LY) lc: yellow as with 'Aurea' but more persistant into summer ls: more round and
 wide than 'Aurea' and thus more showyu or: Smith and Eason 

 fortunei 'Variegated' (in part) = 'Jester' 

 'Fountain' (LG) ha: large ht: 8 in. wd: 22 in. lc: medium 'rich' green lm: undulate 

 'Francee' (SMW) ha: neat groundcover-type mound to 16 in. fc: forest green with narrow clean white
 margins fc: lavender 

 'Fragrant Blue' ha: small dense clump lc: frosty blue - extended period of new growth for continued
 color ls: cordiform fc: light lavender bt: July ff: well scented 

 'Fragrant Bouquet' (MMY) ha: dense 18 in. high mound lc: pale green with irregular wide pale yellow
 margin lw: 20cm or rather wide ll: 25 cm. fc: white with faint lavender tints ff: nicely scented bloom
 lu: sun-tolerant and vigorous so it has commercial landscape merit

'Fragrant Fire' - ht: 36 in., lc: glossy dark green, irregularly thick cream to yellow margins, pet: red,
 showy, fc: near white. Good floral scent.

 'Fragrant Gold' (LY) lc: grey green in spring becoming much more yellow. Coastal Gardens (SC) lc:
 reports it does not burn in their southern heat. fc: white ff: well scented hp: from H. planaginea and
 with a similar flower

'Fragrant King' - ht: 40 in., lc: as 'Fried Green Tomatoes' but margined streaked white, fc: near
 white.

 'Fresh' (SMWY) ht: 20cm wd: 30cm lc: margins creamy white with golden yellow colors inside lm:
 undulate or wavy ltp: partial shade or: Paul Aden 

 'Fringe Benefit' (LMW) ha: dense large mound to 36 in. tall but usually vigorous lc: medium green
 with wide white margins ls: cordiform or heart-shaped fc: pale lavender or: Aden - possibly from H.
 sieboldiana and H. fortunei 
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 'Frosted Jade' (LMW) ht: 28 in. in bloom lc: dark green with irregular white edge fc: near white or:
 Maroushek 1978

'Frost Mouse Ears' is one of several 'Mouse Ears' sports and hybrids, all of them with cut, slightly
 cupped, broadly ovate blades and small size. This is one is darkish and subtle.

'Frozen Margarita' - ht: 40 in., lc: golden-green, thin cream margin. fc: white. Very well scented. A
 sport of 'Fried Bananas'

 'Gaiety' (MSY) ha: medium mound to 10 in. tall but becomes flat-topped in time lc: yellow with
 some green lines and cream white margins ll: 20 cm lw: 8 cm fc: pale orchid 
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 'Gala' = H. tardiflora 'Gala'

'Garden Party' - ht: 60 in., lc: golden-yellow, medium green edge, lt, ls: cupped, heavily rugose.
 Very large and bold plant, full of leaf texture.
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'Garden Treasure' is about as rugose, puckered, and cardboardy as possible in this genus, margins
 irregularly greenish-yellow, sometimes more of small stripes than a wide edge.

'Garrett Prine' 

'Gay Blade' (MMW) lc: glossy metallic medium green margined white lm: undulate or wavy 

'Geisha' (LCW) ha: leaves held upright - distinct in this respect lc: green with a narrow creamy white
 center fc: medium lilac or: Vaughn 1983

'Gemstone' - 5 in. tall, combining dwarfness of H. venusta with the glorious frosty blue of 'Dorset
 Blue', vigorous yet small, flowers lavender on 10 in. spikes. 

'Gene's Joy' ha: dense mound ht: 8-12 in. wd: 10-14 in. lc: chartreuse to creamy white with green
 margin. The rich green lc: often stripes into the center at 1/3 to 2/3 the blade length. fc: bluish
 lavender rai: is superior in color and density to most white centered clones or: Paul Aden 

'George Smith' = H. sieboldiana 'G.S.'
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 'Georgia Sweetheart'
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'Ghost Spirit' has complicated aspects with it's twisted, acuminate leaves layered in cream and dark
 green spots with a very blue margin. It's not easily processed by the brain but it's pretty with it's
 mysterious patterns, ie. it grows on you.

'Giantland Mouse Cheese' (1/2015) - miniature, lc: bright gold all year. 

 'Ginko Craig' (SMW) ht: 6 in. lc: dark green with a narrow white edge fc: medium lavender or: Craig
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 and Summer 1986. ns: The name is spelled Ginko and NOT Ginkgo like the tree.

'Ginsu Knife' - ht: 28 in., lc: glossy gren, creamy-margined, lm: undulate, almost serrate in
 appearance, twisted, fc: pure white

'Glacial Lake' - ht: 48 in., lc: bluish-green, ls: wide, rounded, slight cupping, fc: light lavender.
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 'Elegans' x 'Sagae' and about what you'd expect from them.

 'Gloriosa' (MMW) lc: dull dark green with very thin white edge in spring. Older lc: leaves may appear
 all green. ll: 15cm lw: 15cm fc: lavender bt: July or: Krossa and Summer 

 'Gold Drop' = H. venusta 'Gold Drop' 

 'Golden Bullion' = H. tokudama 'G.B.' 

 'Golden Hawk' 

 'Golden Highfat Cream' (MY) ht: 18 in. lc: bright yellow fc: lavender or: sport of 'High Fat Cream' ns:
 must be spelled as three words since the nomenclature code ns: prohibits four word names like
 'Golden High Fat Cream' 

 'Golden Isle' = H. sieboldii 'Golden Isle'

'Golden Meadows' - ht: 36 in., lc: cream center, green edge, holding color in some sun, fc: white, ls,
 lt: slight pucker, rounded. 

'Golden Plum' (SY) ha: small ls: much like 'Decorata' lc: yellow when young becoming greener frc:
 notable and unique for plum purple seed pods 

'Golden Prayers' (SY) ht: 20 in. in bloom lc: bright yellow ls: cordiform or heart-shaped fc: near white
 or: Aden 1976 

'Golden Sceptor' (SY) ha: small ls: as 'Golden Tiara' lc: all yellow bt: June 

'Golden Sculpture' (LY) ht: 36 in. in bloom and 24 in. in foliage alone lc: bright but light yellow -
 tolerant of most sun ls: cordate at base or: Anderson fc: white ft: corolla flaring like a trumpet 

'Golden Sunburst' = H. sieboldiana 'Golden Sunburst'
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'Golden Tiara'
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Another view of  'Golden Tiara' with more shading andgthus greener margins. It's stunning any
 place, any time.

'Golden Tiara' (SMY) ha: small lc: green with bright yellow margin 

'Golden Waffles' (LY) ha: large lc: bright yellow lv: puckered
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Please visit www.cultivar.org for more perennial genera files, species identification keys, a mix of
 both free and paid content from around the world

'Good as Gold' (MY) ha: flat mound lc: light yellow green (chartreuse) becoming yellow fc: pale
 orchid ir: said to be 'pest resistant' but no data furnished or: Paul Aden

'Goober' - ht: 14 in., lc: dark green, ls, lt: rounded, pebbled texture. fc: striped purple, small but
 showy.

 gracillima (SG) ha: dense small clump lc: medium green lm: undulate or wavy ls: narrowly lanceolate
 

 gracillima 'Variegated' = 

 'Vera Verde' 

 'Granary Gold' = H. fortunei 'Granary Gold' 

 'Grand Master' (LB) gr: vigorous and thus suitable for landscape use lc: blue green ls: cordiform or
 heart-shaped and puckered lm: undulate - wavy it: inflorescence has numerous leafy bracts
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'Grand Prize' - 12 in, dense mound of the Tiara type, leaves small ovate, neat, frosty medium green
 to pale olive green, wide gold-yellow margins to 30% surface, more gold than 'Golden Tiara'. Or:
 Walters Gardens 1998 as sport of 'Grand Tiara'.

'Grand Slam' - ht: 26 in., lc: glossy dark green, lm: undulate, thick blade, pet: purple, fc: violet.
 Many flowers per stalk.

 'Grand Tiara' (MMY) lc: very wide creamy yellow edge ls: as 'Golden Tiara' or: A. Pollock 1992 from
 'Golden Tiara' 

 'Gray Cole' (LG) ha: large lc: grey green lv: heavily cupped and puckered

'Great Arrival' - ht: 24 in., lc: bluish-green, gold margin, not burning as 'Great Expectations' can. lm:
 rich corrugations, thicker blade, fc: near white

 'Great Desire' (LG) ha: large lc: bright green ls: held upright lv: veins deeply sunken fc: near white 
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 'Great Expectatins' comes from H. sieboldiana and may be a pure product or not. The jury is out on
 1037 mysteries so stay tuned. It's big and bold, blue-green with very oddly shaped chartruse to
 yellow centers, each blade a unique combination of extrusions into the intervenal spaces. It tends
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 to be very concave but not always. 

'Great Expectations' lc: dark green centered yellow becoming centered cream-ivory. The lc: dark
 margins are also streaked in the yellow to cream colors. fc: white bt: June

'Great Lakes Gold' - ht: 48 in., lc: golden-yellow, sunken veins, lm: slight undulation. lc: light
 lavender. Very rich gold if given enough sun.

'Green Acres' (LG) ha: large spreading mound with open centers ht: to 60cm in bloom wd: to 5 ft.
 wide lc: bright glossy green - "sage green" lv: perfectly smooth surface but others report sunken
 veins pet: to 30cm ll: to 40cm lw: to 15cm hp: has affinities to H. montana fc: lavender bt: July or:
 Geissler 

'Green Angel' (LG) lc: green or: Aden as a companion to 'Blue Angel' 

'Green Eyes' = H. sieboldii 'Green Eyes' 

'Green Formal' (LG) ha: leaves held in rigid and 'formal' form lc: bright green 

'Green Fountain' ha: cascade of narrow foliage lc: bright glossy green ls: lanceolate-ovate fc: light
 lavender it: scape often horizontal or drooping bt: August or: Paul Aden from H. kikutii x ? 
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I usually find it hard to pay premium, new clone prices for a pure green but some of the new
 material like 'Green Jeans' is worth the investment. This one is medium-dark green, tending to olive
 undertones, high gloss and deeply sunken lateral veins, leading to some puckering.  Mature plants
 tend to have more marginal undulations.
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'Green Piecrust' (LG) ha: dense large mound lc: bright green lm: crimped 'piecrust' like edge or:
 Williams 

'Green Platter' (LG) lc: glossy medium green becoming dark green by summer lm: turned up or:
 Fisher 

'Green Ripple' (MG) lc: light green lm: wavy or rippled 

'Green Sheen' (LG) ha: very large mound similar to a H. montana lc: intensely glossy light green or:
 Aden 

'Green Spot' (MG) lc: bright medium green that does not fade 

'Green Wedge' (LG) ha: vigorous lc: glossy medium green with some yellow tints ls: wedge-shaped
 lt: very thick fc: pale lavender or: Aden from H. nigrescens var. elatior 

'Ground Master' (SMW) ha: low spreading mound to about 12 in. tall x 16 in. wide. It is ha: notably
 stoloniferous and makes a dense groundcover in time. lc: green with undulated white margin ll: 10
 in. lw: 4 in. fc: lavender fq: abundant and very showy blooms or: Aden 

'Ground Sulphur' (MY) lc: yellow lm: undulate or wavy ls: spoon-shaped or: O'Harra
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'Guacamole' is a modern classic, well-named for those rich yellowish-green centers with slightly
 darker borders. The blades twist and pucker and fold under to a level of erratic and informal
 rightness not always seen in cheap selections in this genus. You get lines upon lines and avocado
 colors layered like a thick gourmet dip for the eye.

'Guacamole' - ht: 48 in., lc: chartreuse-green center, subtle on light olive green, ls: sunken veins,
 some corrugation but can be irregular, fc: near white. A big guac-colored dip of a plant.CU
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'Guardian Angel' is a sport of 'Blue Angel' and has by description a paler green to greenish-white
 center which is not apparent in this plant (yet) and others we have seen. The best color is
 apparently in the spring and this shot was taken much after that. Or: C. and R. Thompson.
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'Gum Drop' (SG) lc: green ls: green version of 'Gold Drop' or: Englerth-Ruh 

 'Hacksaw' for sale at Plant Delights Nursery, 2009. This is one of the more distinctive cultivars I've
 run across in years.

'Hacksaw' (9/9) - 9 inches, bright green, lanceolate, stiff blades, margins severely and finely
 undulate, almost as if saw-toothed or serrate, more extreme margins in mature plants. A distinct,
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 amazing change of pace. Because the blades are stiff and not flopping, this effect is much
 enhanced. Ron Livington. 

'Hadspen Blue' (SB) ha: small 12 in. mound lc: bright blue fc: lavender lu: suitable for foreground or
 groundcover use 

'Hadspen Hawk' (SBG) lc: blue green ls: narrower than 'Hadspen Blue' lt: notably thickened or: Smith 

'Hadspen Heron' (SB) ls: narrow - base is narrow like a Heron neck lc: intense blue or: Smith 

'Haku Chu Han' (DCW) ha: low spreading mound lc: green with irregular creamy white center ls:
 narrow or lanceolate fc: lavender or: Japan 

'Half and Half' - 12 in., small-medium cordinform blade, dark bluish-green margins, a very variable
 near white center (15-30% surface) but with lots of intrusive chimera blends between the
 secondaries, these being light olive green, whitish-green, pale green, and grayish-green up to 5%
 of the entire surface. It is not a clean white on blue medio-picta but one with lots of messy and yet
 pretty transitions, half and half, rough and tough if you will. Or: Naylor Creek, intro. 2013 as spoet
 of 'Lakeside Cupcake'.

'Halo' (MY) lc: chartreuse with more yellow margin lv: slightly crinkled or: Aden 

'Halycon' (M) lc: medium green ls: long la: acute to acuminate - pointed lv: notably sunken veins -
 ribbed
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 'Hanky Panky' is well named for this is a chimera so hard to describe a taxonomist might be
 searching for the nearest tall bridge. The margins are SOMETIMES chartreuse-lime to 25% wide.
 There is OFTEN (not always) a submargin consisting of very thin white lines and dark green to dark
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 blue-green spaces, some glaucous and frosty. The main center is medium olive-green - well
 SOMETIMES. A few margins are whitish-green to cream and not those greener shade - NOW AND
 AGAIN. That pale chartreuse-lime hue might also do a sliver or two in the center if the center is
 darker. Then there are the other 50% of the leaves which do as they want in all the forementioned
 colors, striped and sectored as they wish to be.

'Hanky Panky' - ht: 30 in., lc: green center, white stripe, creamy edge, later more yellow edged
 green, fc: lavender. US PATENT #16217.
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 'Hans'

'Hans'  - 20 in. tall, big white center to 60% or more, dark blue margins with the tradition zone of a
 dusky, pale olive, a very fasciating medio-picta blue.

 'Happiness' (MB) ha: dense mound lc: bright blue 
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'Happy Dayz' - 18 in, big golden-yellow center (40-85% surface, dusky bluish-green margins, some
 transitional colors in mixed of blue, green, and gray, very large lime to olive ribs can be several
 inches long into and around the yellow center, margins become dark green by mid to late summer
 for even more contrast. Or: Naylor Creek as sport of 'Orange Marmalade'
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 'Happy Hearts' (SG) ha: small tuft of green hearts lc: medium green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped 

 x tardiana 'Harmony' (SB) ha: smaller than most Smith hybrids lc: intense blue

'Harpoon' - ht: 30 in., lc: glossy green, creamy-yellow edge fades to creamy-white, lm: slight
 undulate. fc: medium lavender. Narrow, spidery flower is a plus.

 'Harrison' ('Harrison's Hybrid')(LG) lc: greyish green ns: 'Harrison's Hybrid' is an invalid name as the
 term ns: hybird cannot be included in a cultivar name.

'Harvest Daddy' - ht: 36 in., lc: dark green, ls, lt: erect, lanceolate, slight undulations, fc: lavender.
 Dark scape and abundant flowers are a good bonus.

 'Harvest Glow' (MY) lc: pure yellow - an unmargined version of 'Moonglow' or: Walters 

 'Heaven Scent' = H. plantaginea 'H.S.' (MMY) 

 'Headliner' (MB) lc: bright blue in spring lm: undulate or very wavy 

 'Heartleaf' (SG) lc: medium green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped 

 'Heart Song' (SMW) lc: medium green edged in creamy white ls: cordiform or heart-shaped 

 'Heart Throb' (SB) lc: bright blue ls: cordiform or heart-shaped

'Heat Wave' - ht: 30 in., lc: chartreuse-yellow cenger, wide bluish-gren edge, fc: white. Thick,
 leathery leaves said to take more sun.

'Helen Doriot' = sieboldiana 'H.D.' 

helonioides (SG) ha: dense clump lc: matt olive green ll: 20cm lw: 2.5cm ls: linear-elliptic lm: semi-
undulate or slight wavy pet: often marked in purple fc: lavender marked purple 
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helonioides 'Albopicta' (f. albopicta Mack.) lc: margined creamy white ns: by no means should such a
 cultigenic plant be called a forma! 

'Herifu' (DMW) lc: medium green margined white

'Hidden Cove' is a small, narrow-leaved thing with a nice center of blended yellows and greens in a
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 unique, special way. The center is stripier than some and that is a good thing.

'High Fashion' is a highly refined 1:1:1 balance of dark to medium bluish-green edges with a
 cleanish (but occasionally green-veined) central cream to white zone. Some leaves show only a 20-
25% white center, not the 33:33:33 mix of other blades. There is some texture yet not too much.
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 This masterpiece is from Han Hansen in 2009, a sport of 'Kiwi Full Monty' but flipping those tones.
 It is similar to the sport 'Pin-Up'. 

'High Ho Silver' is an ultra dwarf or super pygmy, so tiny it's own label harms it with a big of shade!
 The margin is clean, very bright white and the green is fresher than a garden full of chard.

 'High Noon' (LY) ha: very large spreading mound formed of upright leaves lc: bright golden yellow
 or: Seaver 1990 

'High Society' - 8 in., leaves small-medium ovate, center yellow to cream (20-35%), margins frosty
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 blue, flowers pale lavender. Pat, or: US# 17313 to Hans Hansen as sport of 'June'.

'High Tide' - 12 in., medium overall, blades thick, dusty blue, semi-undulate margin, 20 in. stems of
 flowers in medium lavender.

 'Hime' (SMW) lc: medium green with thin white edge or: Japan 

 'Hirao Majesty' (Hirao 66-01)(LG) ht: 26 in. lc: medium green lm: very wavy or undulate fc: medium
 lavender or: Dr. Hirao - released by Zilis 1993 

 'Hirao Supreme' (Hirao Tet 66-02)(LG) ht: 25 in. lc: medium green pl: tetraploid it: flowers in dense
 head or: Dr. Hirao - released by Zilis 1993 

 'Holiday White' (LCW) ha: as 'Krossa L-7' lc: white centered or: Minks 1990 as sport of 'Krossa L-7' 

 'Holly's Honey' (MG) lc: medium green with a high gloss 

 'Holly's Velvet Piecrust'
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 'Hollywood Lights' is two things: 1) medium green irregularly centered creamy-lime chartreuse to
 25-30% and 2) dark green centered clean white to the same degree with intersections of the two a
 pale olive-chartreuese. It gets cleaner and clearer with age of the blade, not what is was in the early
 career. Surprisingly it's almost less puckered with age - good name!
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 'Holy Mole' - ht: 38 in., lc: chartreuse center becomes yellow, wide medium green margin. A good
 sport of 'Guacamole' and different it's coloration.

 'Honey' (LCY) lc: honey-like shade of yellow in the center ls: much like H. montana 

 'Honeybells' (LG) lc: medium to light green ff: rich scent fc: white with purple markings lu: one of
 the first vigorous and sun tolerant hybrids and thus lu: popular in the landscape trade for many
 decades. or: Cummings possibly from H. plantaginea x H. lancifolia (?) 

 'Honey Dew' (LY) lc: honey colored and holding into the season 

 'Honey Moon' (SY) lc: honey yellow ls: cordiform or heart-shaped 

 'Honeysong' ht: 18 in. lc: medium green with wide creamy-white margin. fc: lavender or: Alex
 Summers 

 'Hoopla' (MSW) lc: white swirls and markings on a light green base or: Aden 

 'Hoop Skirt' (MG) lm: extremely ruffled - one of the most undulate cultivars 

 'Housatonic' (LY) ha: very massive mound lc: medium green ls: distinctly cupped fc: lavender bt:
 August or late 

'Hudson Bay' - 24 in, medium mound, improvement of parent 'Eskimo Pie', margins rich blue
 (brighter than parent), creamy white center all season long (20-40% surface), though images on
 www.waltersgardens.com (accessed 12.18.2014) suggest a more green or yellowish aspect to
 center. Pat, or: US# 23598 to Walters Garden as sport of 'Eskimo Pie'

'Humpback Whale' - 36 in., as massive, domed mound, leaves frosty blue, medium corrugation,
 flowers near white on bluish-green scapes. Or: Mildred Seaver, intro. 2012.
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'Hush Puppie' is a small, narrow-bladed produce in a greyish-green color tinged with some blue
 tones, the margins irregularly cream to grey-green (later on). It's a little too variable and non-
uniform for me.

 'Hydon Sunset' lc: bright gold in spring becoming much green. Differs from 'Sunset' lc: which is
 lighter yellow and more persistant in color. ls: cordiform and ovate fc: dark purple or: Arthur
 George of Hydon Nursery in Surrey UK hp: H. gracillima x 'Wogon Gold' 

 hypoleuca (LG) ha: large open ll: 45cm lw: 30cm lc: light glaucous blue-green and very white below
 fc: near white to pale lavender geo: Japan 
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'Ice Follies' from Bill Meyer is thought to be a tetraploid sport of the proven, standard 'Antioch',
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 being smaller at 12 in. x 24 in. wide. Being 25-33% wide in the marginal chimera, it contrasts all
 day and night long, bearing some fun grey and olive streaks but being very artistic all along the
 way, always amazing, and bold. There are few dark green edged white clones as pretty and useful.
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'Iceberg' has glossy, rich green color, artistic cream margins, and a good shape.  
 'Immense'

 'Independence' - ht: 30 in., lc: dark green, creamy-yellow margins with some green flecks. fc:
 lavender. US Patent #17044.

 'Inniswood' (LCY) lc: yellow center with green edge or: thought to be 'Frances Williams' sport and
 thus would be a or: H. sieboldiana if such is confirmed. 

 'Intrigue' (MSY) lc: yellow streaks on a green base color 

 'Invincible' ht: 8-10 in. lc: glossy bright green fc: pale lavender ff: well scented bt: July ltp: sun
 tolerant or: Paul Aden

'Irish Luck' - 18 in, leaves a dark glossy green, quite lustrous, sunken secondary veins, very fine
 piecrust-type undulations, thick texture, fragrant lavender flowers. Or: LaLonde as 'Invincible'
 seedling

'Island Breeze' - 12 in, medium mound, leaves 80-95% yellow, dusky medium green margins, some
 ribs into the center of the greener shades, effectively chartreuse from any distance. Or, in: Walters
 Gardens, intro. 2013 as 'Paradise Island' sport.

 'Island Charm' - ht: dwarf, lc: large yellow center, green edge, centers fade to white, pet: red,
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 showy, fc: lavender, reddish scapes.

 'Ivory Necklace' - ht: 24 in., lc: medium green, sharp white margin, ls: oval, erect, fc: medium
 purple.

'Ivory Queen' - 12 in. leaves long, pointed ovate, bright blue margins, centers pale yellow to cream
 (25-40% surface), lots of transition ribs in the marginal blue colors, medium green, and some
 dusky grayish-olive shades. Or: Walters Gardens, intro. 2013, as sport of 'Blue Ivory'

 'Jack of Diamonds' (MMY) ha: compact medium mound lc: dark blue green withg a wide yellow edge
 or: Savory 1989

 'Jade Cascade' - ht: 54 in., lc: glossy jade green, lm: very undulate, fc: lavender. Unique for erect
 petioles from which the blade hangs or cascades with ease.

 'Jade Lancer' (LMW) ha: fountain like mound lc: dark jade green with a margin made of cream to
 white splashes or: Tompkins 1990 

 'Jade Point' (LG) lc: medium green la: distinctly acute pet: 'long' 

 'Jade Scepter' ha: small lc: medium green fc: striped purple or: Zilis 

 'Jambeliah' (MSW) ht: 18 in. lc: interesting but unstable marks of white to cream fc: lavender or:
 Aden 1978 

 'Janet' (MCY) ha: medium low mound of about 16 in. tall gr: slow and often weak - very hard to
 propagate (read: expensive) lc: chartreuse to yellow to cream centers with a thin dark edge. lc:
 color varies throughout the season and becomes white by late summer. ll: 10 in. lw: 3 in. fc: light
 lavender or: Shugart. Derived from some H. fortunei group parent(s). 

 'Jester' (H. fortunei 'Variegated')

 'Jewel of the Nile' - ht; 36 in., lc: bluish-green, margin chartreuse becoming bright yellow in sun,
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 fc: nar white, ls: very corrupgated black. Pink petiole is different too.

 'Jingle Bells' ha: small ls: similar to H. nakaiana lc: green fc: lavender or: Grapes 

 jonesii (MMW) lc: dark matt green thinly edged in white ll: 6-13cm lw: 3-5cm fc: pale lilac

 'Journey's End' - ht: 52 in., lc: chartreuse becoming yellow, green edge. fc: light lavender. A very
 big, colorful clump.

'Joy Ride' - 16 in., very wavy, narrow blades which a longitudinal bolding, powder blue color is
 flawless, "truly unique effect" per Tony Avent (2014 catalog), 24 in. spikes of lavender flowers. Or:
 Hans Hansen.

 'Julie Morss' (MCY) ha: medium but fairly slow clump lc: wide blue margin and a medium-sized light
 yellow center. ls: ovate-cordiform and convex ll: to 15cm lw: to 11cm or: Julie Morss of UK as a
 sport from a 'Frances Williams' seedling. 

 'June' ha: midsize mound lc: blue-green centered in bright golden yellow fc: lavender or: sport of
 'Halcyon'
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'June Fever' - ht: 30 in., lc: somewhat greenish-yellow centers at 65-95%, bluish-green edge, best
 color in some sun, variable in gardens. The darker, more green colors from the margin frequently
 invade and flow deep into the central chimera but this too is irregular in manifestation. ls:
 lanceolate. of the Year in 2001. Or: Jan Van den Top, Holland as sport of 'June', brighter center,
 more glossy, same rich, dark edge. 
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 'Just So' (DCY) ha: tiny low mound to about 6 in. high lc: blue green with wide yellow center - about
 95% yellow lv: slightly puckered ll: 5 in. lw: 2 in. fc: pinkish lavender 

 'Kabitan' = H. sieboldii 'Kabitan' 

 'Kasseler Gold' = sieboldiana 'K.G.'

 'Katie Q' - ht: 18 in., lc: bluish-green, becoming medium to dark green, mid yellow edge, lm: slight
 undulations

 'Katsuragawa Beni' - ht: 20 in., lc: glossy green, pet: reddish-purple, very showy, ls: lanceolate, fc:
 dark lavender.

 'Key Lime Pie' - ht: 48 in., lc: medium green, greenish-yellow edge, lm: very undulate, fc: light
 purple.
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'Key West' is a nice way to add key lime green to our garden and have a quality, textured blade of
 medium size. Or: Olga Petryszyn as 'Elatior' x 'High Noon'.

 KIKUTII
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kikutii var. kikutii (MG) ha: medium to loose mound ls: ovate-lanceolate lc: moderately glossy green
 fc: white to white tinged lavender 

 kikutii var. kikutii 'Green Fountain' (MG) ll: 25cm lw: 9cm lc: as species lm: distinctly more undulate
 than species typical 

 kikutii var. caput-avis (SG) ha: smaller than var. kikutii it: scapes deflexed near base with a beak-
like inflorescence 

 kikutii var. caput-avis 'Red Neck Heaven' (SG) ht: 15 in. lc: medium green with thick white wax on
 leaf back pet: bright reddish violet fc: white or: Tony Avent 1994 as seedling selection

kikutii 'Chabo Unazaki' - ha: true dwarf, creeping, mat-forming lc: bright green, lm: undulate, infl:
 name means 'bird's head" for this unique shape

 kikutii var. polyneuron (SG) ha: smaller than var. kikutii 

 kikutii var. pruinosa (MG) ha: leaves distinctly erect lc: leaves clearly pruinose 

 kikutii var. yakusimensis (SG) ha: small and dense clump lc: darker green than var. kikutii

'Kiwi Fresh Salad' - ht: 24 in. - lc: chartreuse, odd but nice metallic yellow overlay by summer,
 needing a bit of sun for best effect. fc: purple. Spidar-like flowers.
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'Kiwi Full Monty' is a tricolored variant, very subtle, mostly a dark greyish-green, centered in somber
 greyish-lime to frosty-olive with a submarginal zone irregularly striped and trimmed in white
 shades. New leaves have these same colors but with more olive tints in them. One can take a few
 special leaves (and no two are exactly the same) and use them as living artwork in floral
 arrangements. You will find three or four very unique, artful blades in any good-sized clump.
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'Kiwi Gold Rush' - ht: 24 in., lc: chartreuse becoming bright yellow, lm: undulate, lc: slight
 corrugation, fc: light lavender

'Kiwi Hippo' - ht: 48 in., fc: light yellowish-green becoming bluer, powdery blue below, lm: slight
 undulation, fc: lavender, purple marked scape.

'Kiwi MIdnight' - ht: 24 in., lc: glossy dark green, greyish sheen, fc: lavender, ls: cupped, minor
 undulations
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'Komodo Dragon' - ht: 60 in., lc: dark green, fc: near white. Reaches 6 feet wide in time.CU
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'Korean Snow' has a faint fleck and stripe and some segments of white to chartreuse-lime on a
 bright green base. It's different, subtle, and well worth the money. 

 'Krossa Regal' ha: large with vase-shaped or arching foliage ht: 3 ft. lc: dusty blue-green ls: oval lt:
 thick fc: lavender  
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'La Vista' = H. fortunei 'L.'

'Lady Helen' (MG) ha: leaves in neat rosette shape lc: medium green

'Lady Louise' (LB)(MB) lc: rich blue lt: very thick lamina (blade)

'Lakeport Blue' (LB) ha: very large clump ht: 36 in. tall x 48 in. wide lc: rich blue lv: distinctly rugose
 and corrugated blade fc: white or: Tompkins 1984

'Lakeside Accolade' (MG) lc: distinct blackish green fc: white - constrasting well with dark foliage or:
 M Chastain 1990
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 'Lakeside Black Satin' is one of the darkest ever. Plus it has a rich gloss and sunken veins to make it
 very special and useful for contrasts.

'Lakeside Black Satin' ht: 18 in. (26 in. in flower) tall x 24 in. wide lc: dark black green fc: purple and
 white striped rai: may replace H. ventricosa or: Mary Chastain 1993 from H. ventricosa
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 'Lakeside Paisley Print' - 12 in, leaves unique, long cordiform, moderately to highly undulate (not
 quite a piecrust), medium green, centers light yellow to cream (about 5-15% surface), quite a
 branched "tree" with branches or ribs going into the wide margins. This is not a reticulated (gold
 vein) Hosta but like the ornate tree-like branching is very different for this genus. Or: Mary
 Chastain.

'Lakeside Shadows' (LSY) lc: dark blackish green with golden yellow spots and dots lc: L. Powell
 reports that no two leaves are the same. or: M. Chastain 1990
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 'Lakeside Shore Monster' is a medium wide blade, centered chartreuse-lime  at 35-50%, later more
 a creamy-yellow in that center, the margins a rich, dark green throughout the life. Pucketing is low
 and the blades flatten out well for good presentation of the tones.
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'Lakeside Spellbinder' - ht: 16 in., lc: dark green stripes alonside white central line.

'Lakeside Symphony' (LY) lc: yellow streak chartreuse and with chartreuse margin or: M. Chastain
 1990 as sport of 'Piedmont Gold'

'Leapin' Lizard' - medium. lc: medium green, lm: highly undulate, puckered, folded, every leaf
 different. Or: Beilstein.

'Leather Sheen' (SG) ha: small mound lc: glossy and very dark green - like a green leather chair! or:
 Zilis 1991 as 'Sum and Substance' x H. venusta 
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'Lederhosen' is a curious blue with olive undertones and not much depth of texture. Thus is had a
 leather-like, thick look to it.

'Lederhosen' (LB) Herb Benedict cross 3 ft. tall x 18 in. wide, leathery, rubbery, nicely wavy, ruffled
 blue leaves, quite thick and wide. Flowers light lavender, nicely scented.
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'Lee Arminger' (LB) lc: bright blue green ls: cupped lt: very thick fc: white or: Reath

'Lemonade' (MY) lc: bright yellow in spring becoming a paler lemonade like shade ls: 'like lemons' -
 shade and color of lemons!

'Lemon Lime' (DY) ht: 6 in. tall x 8 in. wide lc: yellow green (chartreuse) becoming light green lm:
 undulate or wavy ls: narrowly lanceolate fc: light lavender or: Savory 1977

'Lemon Meringe'

'Leola Fraim' (MMW) ht: 10 in. tall x 24 in. wide lc: very dark green with narrow white edges ls:
 rounded and cupped lv: corrugated or rugose with age of plant fc: light lavender or: Lachman 1986

'Leprechaun' (SG) lc: bright emerald (Irish) green or: Moldovan 1991

'Leviathan' (LG) lc: very large clump - one of the largest all greens lc: medium green
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 'Libert;' has a wide (35-50%) margin of light chartreuse which becomes more greenish-cream with
 time. The center is clearly a bluish shade of dark green and it is notable for that aspect if not the
 size and transitional colors of the margins. The habit is full with overtopping, nicely pointed leaves
 in a cordiform-cupped aspect that just looks right. "Just looks right" with the three dimensional
 structure, ideal color gradients, chimeral proportions and interactions, and subtle twists here is
 hard for taxonomists to put into words - but it's super easy for breeders to spot when they win the
 genetic lottery as Machen did here. The way those perfectly colored leaves just twist down and
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 around and point with into the whole canopy is great stuff. You know a winner when you see it.
 LCH.

'Liberty' US Patent#12531, J. Machen 2000 intro, a tetra 'Sagae', 24 x 15 inches, dark green, thick,
 broadly margined yellow (30-45%), creamer by summer. Thick, tough blades. Durable winner.

'Lilypad' is a super-gloss dark green, not overly ovate nor too wide of blade. It has an irregular too
 and has fewer veins than one might expect of such a big plant.
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'Little Ann' (SMWY) lc: yellow green with narrow white edges

'Little Aurora' ha: vigorous and small H. tokudama type forming a neat dense mound ht: 10 in. tall x
 24 in. wide lc: yellow with metallic sheen lv: cupped and puckered surface fc: pale lavender or: Paul
 Aden 1978

'Little Blue' (SBG) ha: small to medium mound lc: dark glossy blue green ls: long or: Englerth

'Little Miss Magic' - lc:bright yelow becoming chartreuse, ls: long, pointed, cascading blades, fc: rich
 lavender.

'Little Princess' ha: dwarf in a vigorous yet dense clump lc: dark green ls: cordiform lu: highly
 recommended for rock garden use.

'Little Razor' (SY) ht: 16 in. in bloom lc: yellow fc: medium lavender bt: mid summer or: Lohman and
 Zilis 1988 from 'Sum and Substance' x H. venusta

'Little Stiffy' - ht: 3 in. tall x 6 in. wide - true dwarf, lc: greenish-gold, almost lime at times, lt: a bit
 undulate, fc: light lavender. From Herb Benedict.

'Little Sunspot' ht: 12 in. tall x 12 in. wide lc: bright gold with dark green margins ls: cordiform or
 heart-shaped fc: near white id: similar to 'Just So' or: Briggs as sport of 'Little Aurora'

'Little White Lines' = H. ventusa 'L.'

'Little Wonder' (SMW) lc: dark green with white margins la: rather obtuse or blunt ls: narrowly
 lanceolate

'Lights Up' ha: small upright mound to about 4 in. tall - often vigorous lc: almost all yellow ls: very
 narrow or lanceolate lm: very undulate or wavy fc: purple with white stripes

'Lime Krinkles' ha: 18-20 in. lc: yellow green (chartreuse or lime) at first becoming more green lv:
 rugose and puckered with some cupping fc: white bt: July or: Soules

'Lochness' (LB) lc: blue green - a bluer version of 'Sea Monster' lv: crinkled lt: thick
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'Locomotion'  source (Bridgewood Gardens)

'Loleta Powell' (MSW) lc: streaked and marked cream to white or: Paul Aden named for collector
 Loleta Powell of NC
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longipes 'Beni Kaze' has very numerous, parallel veins in a rich shade of pale green. The petioles are
 rich red and this has been useful in breeding that kind of look in modern hybrids.

longissima 'Aki Kaze' - lc: dark green, thin cream margin, lw, ls: narrow elliptic leaf

longissima 'Ki Fukurin' - lc: margined and striped creamy-yellow, ls: narrow, strap-like
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 H. longissima 'Manzo' is a pretty narrow blade with a streakly, loose, and speckled chimera that
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 makes it very different, deliciously twisted and special - though looking like 'Univittata' for average
 folks without a skilled Hosta-fed eye. There are lots of neat colors to be studied here. LCH.

longissima 'Manzo' - lc: dark green, large white center,

 very narrowly elliptic-lanceolate, very highly twisted and showy

longissima 'Nakafu' - lc: centered and striped yellow in the center, margins dark green, ls: narrow,
 strap-like

'Louisa' (SMW)(DMW) lc: margined white ls: narrowly lanceolate fc: white or: Williams

'Louise Ryan' (LMYB) ha: very large mound lc: dark blue green with a greenish yellow margin fc: near
 white or: Walters as sport of 'Ryan's Big One'

'Love Pat' (MB) ha: medium mound ht: 14 in. tall x 24 in. wide gr: slower than many blue hybrids lc:
 bright blue ls: distinctly cupped and crinkled and rugose fc: white or: Paul Aden 1978
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'Loyalist' is another of the good bright whites with a contrasty dark edge with just enough
 irregularity to please the eye. Or: Clarence Falsted and van Eijk-Bos as 'Patriot' sport.

'Lucy Vitols' ht: 18 in. tall x 24 in. wide fc: dark green with large golden center lv: highly corrugated
 or rugose id: similar to a small clone of 'Color Glory' fc: light lavender or: Mildred Seaver 1989

'Lucky Charm' (MG) ha: like a larger version of H. nakaiana lc: medium green

'Lunar Eclipse' (MYMW) ha: neat and compact mound lc: golden margined white or: Zilis

'Lunar Orbit' ht: 14 in. tall (24 in. in flower) x 30 in. wide lc: chartreuse to yellow with wide dark
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 green margin lv: highly rugose fc: pale lavender id: similar to 'September Sun' or: Lydell 1991 as
 sport of 'August Moon'

'Maekawa' (LG) lc: grey green with white surface below or: Japan c. 1989 and named for the famous
 Japanese botanist who or: named and studied numerous Hosta.

'Maggie Mae'

'Majestic Glow' (MY) ha: medium lc: light yellow to green lv: heavily cupped

'Mama Mia' - lc: dark green, gold margins fade to cream, fc: lavender, lm: undulate

'Maple Grove' (LG) ha: very large mound lc: blue green with a high gloss sheen or: Jernigan

'Maple Leaf' (LMY) ha: large lc: yellow margined like 'Frances Williams' but sharper coloring

'Marble Rim' (SMY) ha: vigorous lc: green with true gold marbled margin

'Marbled White'

'Marilyn Monroe' ht: 12 in. tall x 24 in. wide, lc: bright greyish-green, petioles reddish and showy,
 lm: very finely undulate, quite showy as such. From Jim Hawes

'Marquis' (SG) ha: small ls: cordiform or heart-shaped lm: ruffled fq: abundant blooms or: Savory

'Maruba Iwa' ht: 12 in. tall x 24 in. wide lc: dull grey green above and whitish below pet: showy
 purple fc: pinkish lavender or: Japan from H. longipes var. latifolia

'Mary Marie Ann' (MMWY) lc: yellow green with a thin white edge lm: very highly ruffled and undulate
 fc: white bt: June

'Masquerade' (venusta 'Variegated') ht: 4 in. (12 in. in flower) tall x 12 in. wide lc: dark green
 centered white fc: lavender or: Japan?

'Mastodon' (LB) ha: very large - one of the largest leaves on any cultivar lc: blue lv: heavily crinkled
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 fc: pure white ro: Vaughn 1990

'Maui Buttercups' - lc: bright gold, ls: rounded, 5 inches long, thick, highly cupped and corrugated,
 slug resistant, fc: violet. Or: William Vaughn.

'Mayan Moon' (MMY) ha: medium lc: dark green with non-burning gold margins lv; some puckering
 on mature foliage

'Mayflower Moon' - 18 in, leaves chartreuse turning more yellow and cold, very round (suborbicular-
wide ovate), very corrugated-rugose, midribs often a paler shade, flowers lavender. Or: Meyer, intro.
 2012.

'Mentor Gold' ha: small lc: yellow

'Metallic Sheen' ha: very large ht: 28 in. tall (38 in. in flower) by 60 in. wide lc: metallic blue lt: very
 thick blades fc: light lavender or: Zilis from sieboldiana 'Elegans' x 'Sum and Substance'

'Midas Touch' = H. tokudama 'Midas Touch'

'Middle Ridge' lc: green centered white rai: improvement over H. undulata 'Univittata'

'Midwest Gold' = H. sieboldiana 'Midwest Gold'

'Midwest Magic' ht: 30 in. tall x 30 in. wide lc: dark yellow becoming lighter with the season
 margined in dark green ls: rounded fc: light purple or: Zilis

'Mikado' ha: very large ht: 40 in. (60 in. in bloom) tall x 60 in wide. lc: glossy green ls: cordiform fc:
 lavender or: Paul Aden 1982 from H. montana 'Aureomarginata' x H. 'Big Sam'
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'Mildred Seaver' is a fitting plant for such a great, renowned horticulturist. These clumps at Cornell
 Plantations are lovely beyond my words. 

'Mildred Seaver' (MMW) ha: large ht: 20 in. tall x 36 in. wide lc: dark green with uniform creamy
 white margins lvs: crinkled fc: pale lavender or: Vaughn 1981

'Mikado'

'Ming Jade' (LG) lc: glossy green lv: ribbed and puckered - often cupped fc: white or: Coastal
 Gardens
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'Mini Skirt' - 6 in, dense mound, center a frosty blue, mnargins yellowish-cream (25-40% surface),
 more undulate and twisted than most Mouse types. Or, in: Walters Gardens, intro. 2013, sport of
 'Mighty Mouse'.

'Minnie Klopping' (MG) ha: dense clump lc: green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped or: Zager-
Armstrong

minor (DG) ls: slightly larger than venusta geo: Korea
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'Minuteman' has that "it" quality like a gorgeous actress or actor. The green is bright yet dark
 enough, The veins are sunken but not toomuch. The margin is very pristine and wide and just
 irregular enough not to look artificial or painted on. Some leaves up a bit and others flat and others
 just do whatever, whenever they want. Flowers are out of this world.
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 'Miss Tokyo' is a lively blend of a true cream margin against medium green thathas some paler and
 limey moments to it. The width is there but it is not too bold nor montrose. The apex is sharp and
 long and thus it hits the genetic lottery on at least six numbers.

'Moerheim' or: Royal Moerheim Nur. and sent later to Boskoop rai: it is replaced by 'Antioch' in the
 USA

 MONTANA

montana 'Aureo-marginata' (f. aureomarginata) (LMY) lc: green with wide yellow margin fc: white ns:
 a true botanical f. cannot be of garden origin. The original name ns: used by Maek. must be
 disallowed since cultivar rank was not known.

montana 'Emma Foster' (LY) lc: yellow ls: as H. montana or: Walters

montana 'Fuji no Setsuki' (MCW) lc: centered white and often striped at the apex lm: blades distinctly
 and nicely twisted la: acute - var. montana is more acuminate or sharply pointed

montana 'Kinkaku' ht: 14 in. (48 in. in flower) tall x 36 in. wide lc: dark green with a large bright
 yellow center fc: light laveneder or: Japan

montana var. liliiflora (LG) ls: fewer vein pairs (6-9 vs. 9-13 of var. montana) pet: distinctly winged
 at base and sulcate fc: anthers cream margined purple - var. montana is all lilac to grey

montana var. montana (LG) ha: leaves upright in mound lc: very glossy green ls: 9-13 vein pairs ns:
 this is the correct varietal name for the typical species

montana 'Mountain Snow' (LMW) ht: 24 in. - shorter than 'Aureo-marginata' lc: as 'Aureo-marginata'
 but edged white fc: white or: sport of 'Aureo-marginata' by Zilis 1988

montana 'Mountain Sunrise' ht: 18 in. (48 in. in flower) tall x 36 in. wide lc: bright golden yellow fc:
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 near white or: Zilis

montana 'On Stage' ('Cho Ko Nishiki') ht: 14 in. (48 in. in flower) tall x 36 in. wide lc: green centered
 shades of yellow and cream - paler center with season lv: deeply veined - an ornamental asset la:
 pointed or acuminate fc: pale lavender or: Paul Aden 1986

montana var. praeflorens (LG) lt: thicker and more rigid ft: earlier in bloom fc: tepals more narrow

'Montreal' (MG) ha: medium lc: medium green fq: blooms very abundant and quite showy for a fc:
 purple striped or: Le Jardin botanique de Montreal in Canada

'Moon Glow' (MYMW) ht: 16 in. lc: bright yellow margined in creamy white fc: lavender or: Anderson
 1977

'Moon River' ha: small mounded fomr ht: 10 in. (16 in. in flower) tall x 14 in. wide lc: blue green
 edged cream lt: very thick lv: rugose or corrugated fc: violet or: Lachman 1991 from H. 'Crepe
 Suzette' x H. 'Blue Moon'

'Moonlight' = H. fortunei 'M.'
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'Moonwaves' is a pretty chartreuse, favoring the pale size green side of that blend. The undulatons
 are shallow, gentle, occasionally very deeply crested.
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'Moscow Blue'

'Mount  Hope' - ht: 22 in., lc: matte green, streaked darker blusih-green and greyish-green,
 margined creamy-green to white. fc: light lavender-pink. Veins sunken deeply.

'Mr. Asami Improved' (SMW) ht: 6 in. lc: margined white lu: used as a ground cover or: from Japan.
 Introduced into US by H. Gowan of MN

'Nancy Lindsay' (MSY) lc: medium green mottled in yellow becoming all green or: Grenfall from
 Nancy Lindsay's Garden in UK. Thought to be or: a derivative of H. fortunei var. hyacinthina ns:
 'Windsor Gold' may be a form of it or simply a resemblant

'Nancy Minks' (LCWB) lc: blue green with ivory white center lv: rough surface or: Minks

nakaiana 'Golden Tiara' ls: cordiform lc: light green with yellow margins or: Savory as sport of
 species

'Neat and Tidy' (MB) lc: dark blue green lv: twisted and highly textured with each leaf in unique form
 or: Simpers 1980

'Neat Splash' (SSW) ha: dense and small mound lc: mottled heavily in creamy white or: Aden

'Neat Splash Rim' (SMW) ht: 8 in. lc: green with a wide creamy white margin fc: dark lavender or: AHS
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'Nefertiti' is rich creamy-gold with the barest of dark green marginal bits and sectors into the main
 blade. Some of these merge for form lovely, rich olive tones. I especially adore those occasional
 blades where the black-emerald and olive hues run long and deep into the golden chimera alonside
 much paler, gold portions. These beauty marks are quite random, highly variable, and good to the
 eye. The long, wide passages of farely smooth tissue (few corrugations) between the lateral veins
 are drawn out and as pretty as the Queen herself; living art worthy of Egyptian gold carvings.
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 'Neptune' is blue with sea green tints, wavy and undulate, with a long, sometomes hooked tip. Now
 I get it. It's a remarkable, special plant except for about ten cultivars named after it with similar
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 qualities. At some point, the Game becomes about size, prize, and availability.

'New Wave' (SG) ht: 9 in. lc: light green ls: blades curl downwards or: 'Sum and Sunstance' x H.
 venusta by Zilis/Lohman 1988

x tardiana 'Nicola' (MG) lc: dark matt green fc: unique near pink color - its main asset ll: 15cm lw:
 6cm or: Eason
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Less is more with 'Night Before Christmas' with it's thinnish white centers, giving the chimera a
 chance to point down like a pale arrow. I'd rather one of these than ten of those medio-picta
 monstrosities.

'Night Before Christmas' ht: 18 in. (30 in. in flower) tall x 30 in wide lc: dark green with pure white
 center becoming mostly green with age lw: narrow - app. 3 in. fc: lavender or: Machen 1994 as
 sport of 'White Christmas'

nigrescens (LG) ht: to 60 in. in bloom ha: leaves very upright lc: grey green fc: light lavender

nigrescens var. elatior (LG) ha: leaves upright lc: glossy green - less grey than species

'Noah's Ark' (LG) lc: greyish green lm: wavy or undulate

'North Hills' (MMW) ht: 16 in. becoming 28 in. in bloom lc: green margined white ls: like H. fortunei
 fc: light lavender or: Summers

'North Pacific High' (LB) ha: very large lc: blue with silvery sheen ls: large and rounded lvs: pebbled
 surface lm: undulate or: Beckman 1990

'Northern Halo' (MMWB)(LMWB) lc: blue green with creamy margin ls: rounded or: Walters from H.
 sieboldiana type stock

'Northern Lights' (LCWB) lc: blue green margins on a mostly white leaf or: Walters

'Northern Mist' (LSWB) lc: white streaks on mostly blue green leaf ls: orbicular-ovate (rather
 rounded)

'Northern Star' (LMYB) lc: golden yellow margin on blue green - paler margin than lc: 'Frances
 Williams' and thus a bit brighter or: Walters 1990

'Northern Sunray' (LSW) lc: white markings on blue lm: undulate (wavy)
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 'Ocean Isle' has a somewhat haxy, less-defined, cream to yellow edge of some generous width. The
 mix of tones is delightful even if not a blockbuster.

'O'Harra' ha: dwarf in a low mound lc: golden fc: lavender bt: July and frequently repeats

'Obsession' ht: 12 in. tall x 30 in. wide lc: medium green with darker margin fc: dark lavender or:
 Avent c. 1998 from 'Sparkling Burgundy'
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'Old Faithful' - ht: 24 in. tall, lc: medium green, veins sunken, ll, lw: 8 x 6 inches, fc: white. Nicely
 scented flower.

'Olga' Shiny Leaf' (SG) ha: small lc: glossy dark green

 'Olive Bailey Langdon' has a big, wide puckered leaf with a margin that is more lime-cream than
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 yellow, white, or cream. She's a big girl and a jewel.

'Olive Branch' - lc: green, streaked gold in the center, fc: white. Very floriiferous. Nice sport of
 'Candy Hearts' with unique colorations.

'On Stage' (LCY) ht: 14 in. becoming 26 in. in bloom ha: large lc: yellow with irregular green margins
 fc: light lavender or: Aden 1986

opipara (MG) ht: 20cm lc: medium green ls: ovate-elliptic with 9 vein pairs la: acuminate lm:
 undulate fc: lilac - anthers cream edged blue it: to 60cm high id: closely related to H. rectifolia geo:
 Honshu Japan or perhaps a garden hybrid of older species

'Orange Marmalade' - lc: bluish-green, gold center turns a bit orangish at time, finally more white,
 fc: lavender.

'Oriana' = H. fortunei 'O.'
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'Orphan Annie' is cuter than cute and very adoptable to be sure. I wondered if it was a new, hot
 Plantago when first coming upon this thing in Tony Avent's garden. It is tiny, nicely and richly
 colored, and as it this photo shows...loblolly pine needles at 6 inches are huge by comparison.
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'Osprey' ha: midsize ht: 24 in. in bloom lc: deep blue-green lt: thick blades with proven slug
 resistance fc: pure white bt: July-August

'Out House Delight' (SSW) ht: 10 in. ht: leaves upright and clump stoloniferous lc: white becoming
 stippled in green in the blade center - color lc: holds into summer ls: very narrow fc: light lavender
 hp: fertile - useful for breeders rai: recommended for breeding as H. undulata is usually sterile or:
 Tony Avent 1994 from H. undulata

'Oxheart' (MG) ha: medium lc: very dark green

'Paintbrush' (MSY) ht: 18 in. ha: medium lc: green with longitudinal chartreuse markings ls: rounded
 fc: pale lavender or: Eldrin Minks 1976 from H.'Undulata' x H. ventricosa 'Aureo-maculata'
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'Pandora's Box' is a good choice for bright white centers in a very small package. As teeny-weeny
 variegated go, this one is a classic and yet not always well grown. As the adjacent plants show, this
 one is easily lost yet like a real jewel also easily enjoyed amongst cruder, bold stuff.
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'Pandora's Box' ht: 3 in. ha; dwarf lc: blue-green with white center.  fc: light lavender or: Hansen
 1998 as sport of 'Baby Bunting'
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 'Paradigm'. Courtesy of www.provenwinners.com
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 'Parasol' is medium wide (large in mature clumps) but with the corderoy of a much bigger cultivar.
 Shimmer and glossy are high while the cream to chartreuse-grey margins are irregularly "stepped"
 and thick. Here's a second look.
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'Paradigm'
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'Parhelion' - ht: 50 in. in flower, lc: light green, thin and irregular cream edge. Huge blades to 15 in.
 long.

'Park Avenue' (MG) lc: dark forest green lm: ruffled or undulate

'Patrician' (SMY) ht: 8 in. lc: medium green with bright and wide yellow edge fc: dark lavender bt:
 late summer or: Ed Skrocki and Avent 1993

'Patriot' has become a favorite for pristine, cleaner than Chlorox® white borders of some width
 against a rich, dark shade of greenest green. The cupping and cardboard are solid too.
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'Patriot' (MMW) ht: 14 in. lc: wide white edge fc: medium lavender or: Machen 1992 as sport of
 'Francee'

'Paul's Glory' (MCYC) lc: blue with golden center that fades to cream fc: near white or: Hofer and Ruh
 1987

'Pauline Brac' (DG) ha: dwarf prostrate mound ht: 6 in. when 30 in. wide lc: green with blue tints lc:
 lavender bt: July or: Henry Weissenberger

'Peace' (LMWB) ha: large lc: blue green with irregular white margins and markings ls: lanceolate or:
 Aden

'Peanut' ht: 6 in. tall x 12 in. side, lc: dark bluish-green, centered and striped white to about 50%, lt:
 surface very rugose, corrugated. J. Schwartz 2002.

'Pearl Lake' (MBG) ha: small but dense clump lc: blue green to grey green ls: cordiform or heart-
shaped

'Pearly Gates' - 18 in., leaves medium ovate, dark bluish-green to dusky green center, wide margins
 are light yellow becoming ivory and cream, about 15-30% surface, lots of complex transition lines
 and ribs, very slight undulations, lavender flowers on 22 in. scapes. Or: Doug Beilstein.

'Peedee Elfin Bells' (SG) lc: green lt: very thick ls: cordiform as in a smaller H. ventricosa fc: reddish
 purple fd: said to be large for such a small plant or: Coastal Gardens c. 1991

'PeeDee Diamond Cove' (MG) lc: silky green ns: PeeDee must be one word since cv. names cannot be
 more the 3 words

'PeeDee Gold Flash' (SCY) ht: 10 in. ha: vigorous unlike 'Sea Sprite' lc: golden yellow with dark green
 margin pet: red violet at time of bloom fc: purple or: Herz 1987

'Peekaboo' (MB) lc: medium blue ls: cupped or: Aden from H. tokudama?

'Peppermint Cream' (SCY) lc: creamy yellow with greenish margin or: sport of 'Vanilla Cream' c. 1989
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'Percy' is one of the most perfect or ideally colored clones in the genus, just the right shape of
 narrow-cordiform blade, graduated or stepped cream chimera and enough to please but not be
 excessive. It is hard to grown a bad clump of this one.

'Permanent Wave'

'Perry's True Blue' (LB) lc: bright steel blue lv: ribbed and rugose
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'Peter Pan' (SB) ht: 14 in. becoming 24 in. in bloom ha: small and neat clump fc: lavender lc: grey
 green to blue green or: Minks 1980

'Peter the Rock'
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'Pewterware' stands out in a very packed out powdery blue crowd. The color is better than most. It's
 sheen and size and lack of overly sunken veins are strong virtues. Money is well spent here.
 Rugosity and corrugation are so common now that these smoth, icy blues clones are apt to get
 much of the attention. They concentrate passages of pale light instead of dispersing it wildly and
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 show the wax that is so glorious in thi genus to finest effect most of the day and night. These
 under full moonlight are spectacular beyond measure.

'Pewterware' ht: 8 in. tall x 24 in. wide, lc: rich waxy blue, holding most of summer, ls: broadly
 ovate, fc: light lavender. Don Dean 1999.

'Phantom' ht: 18 in. tall (30 in. in flower) x 36 in. wide lc: medium green with grey tints pet: dusty
 purple lv: heavily textured lt: thick blades fc: light lavender or: Solberg and Wilkins 1995 as
 seedling of 'Riptide'

'Piecrust Power' ha: midsize with leaves arching downward ht: 24 in. x 48 in. wide lc: dusty green
 lm: heavy 'piecrust' edge lv: heavily veined fc: light lavender or: Aden

'Piedmont Gold' (LY) ht: 16 in. in foliagwe ha: large lv: smooth compared to many other large golds
 lc: bright yellow fc: lavender bt: July or: Piedmont

'Pilgrim' - ht: 8 in., lc: light grayish-green, wide but irregular cream to white egde. Leaves held
 rather horizontally.

'Pineapple Poll' (MG) ht: 18 in. lc: medium green lm: ruffled and rippled fc: lavender or: Smith and
 AHS 1988 as H. sieboldiana x H. lancifolia

'Pineapple Upside Down Cake' ht: 15 in. tall, lc: 98% bright gold center, thin dark green margins, ls:
 lanceolate, undulate blade, fc: lavender. A true winner and distinct clone. From Green Hill Farm.

'Pioneer' ha: large and tall lv: ruffled lu: used for back of plantings due to its size and height

'Pixie Vamp' - 8 inches, small mound but leaves fairly wide and cordiform to long-cordiform,
 medium to dark green center, margins very irregularly and with some intruding sectors of light
 yellow to cream, transition sectors more gray, flowers purplish on 14 in. dark purple scapes. Or:
 Dick and Jane Wward.

'Pizzazz' (MMW) ht: 12 in. becoming 18 in. in bloom ls: cordiform (heart-shaped) lm: undulate or
 wavy lc: irregular and wide creamy white margin fc: white - others say light lavender or: Aden 1986
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'Placemat' (LG) ha: large lc: dark glossy green lv: heavily puckered between veins la: tips arching
 downward pr: said to be pest resistant fc: white bt: mid June to mid July or: Soules

HOSTA PLANTAGINEA - ID GUIDE

I have always had trouble identifying the major green and this is one key that is both practical and
 botanically accurate. 

Corolla long-tubular, usually pure white, highly scented, 10-13cm long. Leaves light green to yellowish-
green.......................................................H. plantaginea
Corolla tubular-campanulate, generally lavender to purple or tinged such, no or weak scent, 4-5cm long. Leaves
 medium to dark green.

Leaf broadly ovate, cordiform, to 30cm long, 7-9 vein pairs. Anthers marked purple (not uniform). Scape large to
 85cm or more..................................................................H. ventricosa
Leaf ovate-lanceolate to broadly lanceolate, cunate or rotund, under 20cm long, 5-6 vein pairs. Anthers all purple.
 Scape under 50cm .................................................................H. lancifolia

plantaginea 'Aphrodite' (MG) ht: 15-18 in. fc: white ft: double ns: not always sold true to name.

plantaginea 'Heaven Scent' (MMY) lc: margined in golden yellow or: Sport of species from Walters
 tm: name is trademarked
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'Ming Treasure' is a subtle, variable sport of H. plantanginea with small pale olive margins which are
 greenish-cream when first unfolding.

plantaginea 'Poiseidon' - lc: margined white, stronger than most older variegated sports, ft: 30+
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 petals.

plantaginea 'White Shoulders' (MMW) lc: margined in white or: Walters tm: name is trademarked

'Platinum Tiara' (SMWY) ha: small mound lc: yellow with white margins fc: lavender or: sport of
 'Golden Tiara'
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'Pocketful of Sunshine'- 10 in., small mound, wide ovate, short-cordiform blades, crinkled and
 cupped, margins dark bluish-green, center yellow to chartreuse (30-65% surface), brighter centers
 as leaves age. Pat, Or, in: US# 23709, Walters Gardens, intro. 2012 as 'Rainforest Sunrise' sport.
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'Polly Bishop' (LB) ha: medium to large mound lc: blue or: Vaughn 1988

'Polly Mae' (MG) ha: small to medium lc: bright green ls: lanceolate or narrow fc: pure white or:
 Savory

'Po Po' ('Popo')(DB) ha: miniature or very small lc: blue ls: rounded and very small

'Pooh Bear' = H. venusta 'Pooh Bear'
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 'Popcorn' didn't make sense until I saw this one. You have those buttered cream centered inflated
 and spread and jaggedly raw and puckered all over the place. It almost looks popped for all the
 irregular shapes. The margins are a good blue-green and I love the short apex that is sometimes
 convex or cupped.
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'Popcorn' ht: 12 in. tall x 24 in. wide, lc: blue, yellow-cream center to 75%, ls: narrowly ovate, fc:
 lavender. Lachman 1999.

'Potomac Pride' is really huge, rough and rumpled to standard grades of perfection, shiny to even
 more perfection, and rather dark. It's irreglar enough to let the light do what it will as it will.
 Sometimes irregularity and informality is a good thing in foliage plants and in this world of too
 symmetrical, always proportioned Hosta, this is a refreshing change.

'Pooh Bear' (SCY) ht: 8 in. ha: suitable for groundcover lc: golden center with a wide green edge or:
 Falstad 1988 as sport of 'Gold Drop'
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 'Pot of Gold' features a narrow blade that shifts from pale lime green to cream and white, more pale
 when a bit sun-frosted as the nursery plant above. The burn and frosting don't look bad and are
 really tolerable within the whole morphology. Those big lavender flowers with violet-red bracts are
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 stunning.

'Pot of Gold' (1/8) - ht: 8 inch dwarf, lc: glossy gold, tinged green in shade, ls: very narrow elliptic,
 la: acuminate, fcL rose-lavender

'Powder Blue' - ht: 26 in., lc: rich powdery blue, lm, lt, ls: corrugated, very thick blade.

'Prairie Moon' - 16 in., leaves long, lanceolate-ovate to elliptic, bright yellow all summer, older
 leaves fading a bit to charteuse and lime, some sunken veins for texture, very subtle undulates of
 1-2 crests per side. Or, in: Hans Hansen, intro. 2012.
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'Praying Hands' is ideal for that piece of ground outside the church social hall where it can be your
 inside joke. 

'Praying Hands' ht: 20 in. tall x 30 in. wide, lc: dark green, lm: undulate, very narrow erect blades
 like hands in prayer, unusually folded. G. Williams 1996. A very distinct clone.
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'President's Choice' (LB) ha: very large mound lc: bright blue

'Princess of Kakafuto' (SMW) ht: 6 in. for foliage ha: small lc: dark green with thin white margins. rai:
 compare to 'Ginko Craig' fc: medium lavender or: Soules 1984 but reportedly of Japanese origin

'Princess Thuva' (MB) ha: medium lc: blue green

'Puckered Giant' (LG) ht: 2.5-3 ft. wd: 4-5 ft. lc: very dark green ls: highly puckered pet: very stiff or:
 Powell c. 1991 from H. sieboldiana in part

pulchella 'Bedspread' - ha: dwarf, stoloniferous, a dense cover in time, lc: bright, rich green, fc: dark
 purple
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 'Pure Heart'

'Purple and Gold' (MY) ha: medium lc: yellow ls: narrow fc: rich purple
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'Purple Bouquet' - ht: 15 in., lc: dark green, ls: lanceolate, fc: dark purple, very showy.

'Purple Ladyfinger' ('Purple Ladyfingers')(MG) ha: medium lc: dark green ls: tapered to acute apex fc:
 purple fs: closed tubular bloom is like ladyfinger firecrackers in shape ns: it is spelled in the
 singular (ladyfinger) by the originator or: Savory

'Purple Profusion' (MG) ha: medium lc: dark green fc: dark purple bt: August or rather late

'Queen Josephine' ht: 12 in. x 20 in. wide lc: dark glossy green with golden margin that fades to
 cream ls: oblong fc: dark lavender or: Bob Kuk 1991

'Queen of the Sea' ht: 24 in. tall, lc: greyish-blue green, lt: surface very waxy, rugose, margins finely
 undulate. Mildred Seaver 2001. One of the finest big blues with a fine, refined undulate edge.

'Quilted Cup' (LG) ha: large lc: dark green with some grey shades lv: cupped and quilted

'Quilted Hearts' (LG) ha: large and spreading wide lc: dark green lv: very heavily quilted and pebbled
 fc: near pink bt: August or: Soules 1991

'Quilted Skies'(LB) ha: very large mound lc: silvery blue lt: very thick lv: quilted and puckered fc:
 white with pale lavender hints or: Soules 1989

'Radiance' (LY) ha: large lc: bright golden yellow - one of the more glowing yellows available

'Radiant Edger' ha: compact low mound but vigorous enough for edging lc: dark green with with
 gold margins fc: lavender bt: July or: sport of 'Gold Edger'

'Rain Dancer' - 24 in, well-mounded, large footlong blades in bluish-green, medium corrugation
 bugt also some blister-like pockets, thin chartreuse-yellow edges of 5-10%, light lavender flowers
 on 24 in. scapes. Or: Hans Hansen as sport of 'Blue Umbrellas'.CU
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I hardly ever say "wow" to new - I guess I'm jaded and gilt and frosted and margined into very deep
 skepticism by now. 'Rainbow's End' got one of those recent wows and not a planned or expected
 one. It's small. I like that nowadays in this genus. The chimera is huge and bright. The center is not
 overly uniform and is stripey to perfection but not regular or uniform perfection mind you. The
 gold isn't too gold but has nice lime and yellow shades that associate very smartly together.
 Flowers come from stong stems and actually add something. I guess I just like blackish-green with
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 my chimeras and when put with a narrow leaf and small package, we have a wowing winner. Go get
 one.

'Rainbow's End' ht: 4 in. tall x 12 in. wide - dwarf, lc: yellow striped center becoming creamier, to
 50%, dark blackish-green margins. Hans Hansen 2005.
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'Rainforest Sunrise' ht: 10 in. tall - dwarf, lc: briught gold center to 85%, dark green margins, lt: very
 rugose blade, fc: light lavender. J. Anderson sport.

'Raleigh Remembrance' (MYG) ht: 20 in. lc: chartreuse and glossy fc: lavender or: Zilis from 'Sum and
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 Substance' x H. plantaginea

'Rascal' - ht: 30 in. in flower, lc: medium gold center, chartreuse border changes color by summer,
 fc: lavender
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 'Raspberry Sunday'
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rectifolia 'Fuji Botan' - 20 in, leaves typical green, known mostly for it's true double flowers in
 medium lavender with darker stripes, scapes to 60 in. tall.They are not as full as a peony (Japanese
 name "Botan") but they are very impressive and different. 

rectifolia 'Kinbuchi Tachi' - ht: 23 in., lc: glossy dark green, creamy margin to 0.5 inch, margins
 aging more yellow, fc: bright purple

rectifolia 'Nishiki' - ht: 36 in when blooming, lc: bright green, bright yellow margin to 15-20%, ls:
 narrowly ovoid

rectifolia SILVER STAR™ 'Ginbuchi Tachi' - 18 in., leaves bright medium green, broadly margined
 cream to white (10-20% surface), flowers purple on 3 foot tall scapes. 

'Red Hot Flash' ht: 12 in. tall x 20 in. wide, lc: creamy-gold center to 70%, medium green margins,
 center matures to cream, ls: narrow elliptic blade. Machen 2004.

'Red October' - lc: bluish-green, whiter below. Known for rich dark red petioles and to date
 (2/2008) one of the finest for this color pattern.
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 'Red Neck Heaven'. Them thar spotted things aint' zactly necks but petioles is about as close as
 necks on these 'er Hosters. Woooo..eeeeee! They be spotted and red as  my wife's damn, 'ornry
 long-tail cat - and he ain't half as fiesty as her half the week. 

'Regal Rhubarb' (LG) ha: large with upright foliage lc: green pet: red and showy - hence the word
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 Rhubarb.

'Regal Ruffles' (LB) ha: large lc: blue grey

'Regal Splendor' (LMWB) ht: 24 in. becoming 48 in. in bloom ha: large and upright as 'Krossa Regal'
 lc: blue grey like 'Krossa Regal' but with a white margin fc: light lavender or: Walters 1987

'Reginald Kay' (MB) ha: medium lc: bright blue lt: heavy
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'Remember Me' had the planned and desired effort on me. The chimera is big and creamy, yellow
 enough in new leaves. The overlap of margin and center has these wonderful lime and chartreuse
 sectors that make it a tricolor on close inspection. The apex is sharp and smartly held. Golder new
 leaves arise and glow from the canopy, an effect not always seen in this medio-picta things. The
 margin is bluish-green and the veins in the center are dark enough to show off those pale passages
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 to full advantage.

'Remember Me' - ht: 12 in., lc: huge creamy-white center, edges of lime to medium green to dark
 bluish-green stripes.

'Rembrant Blue' (LB) ha: very large lc: bright blue

'Renaissance' (MMW) lc: medium green with a wide creamy white edge

'Reptillian' - ht: 16 in., lc: rich blue, ls, lt, lm: very heavily puckered/corrugated (hance reptile like),
 piecrust edge too, very thick blades. Red petioles and scapes.

'Resonance' (SMW) ht: 8 in. ha: neat and vigorous mound - semi-stoloniferous lc: white margins on
 green fc: orchid or medium lavender or: Paul Aden
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 'Restless Sea' is well named. I'm almost hurlin' now. The narrow, sharp blades in sea green are
 placed oddly and suitably wavy. Compare to 'Neptune' who is sailing the garden scene in a slightly
 bluer color, I think.

'Restless Sea' (1/8) - ht: 17 inches, lc: greyish-green, lm: nicely but coarsely undulate, fc: light
 lavender. Very nice color and good for contrast.

'Revolution' - ht: 16 in., lc: chartreuse, powdery blue margins, fc: light lilac

'Rhapsody' (LMW) ht: 18 in. x 48 in. wide lc: very wide white edge ls: narrow ovate-lanceolate fc:
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 medium lavender or: Hatfield 1988

'Rhino Hide' - 20 in, blades very thick, margins medium blue, light greenish-yellow to chartreuse
 center (15-35% surface), this central zone very variable with partial ribs of color and transitions into
 the margins, some branched and tree-like, others very faint and subtle and much weaker, flowers
 quite white. Pat, or: US# 23665, Rawson, intro. 2009 via Walters Gardens.

rhodeifolia 'Albo-marginata' (MMW) ht: 12 in. becoming 28 in. in bloom lc: dark green with white
 edge ls: long ovate lm: puckered fc: medium lavender

'Ribbon Candy' (MSW) lc: ribbon-like stripes of white to cream and green

'Richland Gold' (MY) ht: 18 in. lc: yellow fc: light lilac or: Wade 1987 as sport of 'Gold Standard'

'Ripple Effect' - 10 in. tall, quite low and horizontal, very narrow, strongly twisted and undulate
 blade (high crests but mostly 2-3 per side), 95% or more creamy yellow to medium yellow, a very
 narrow bluish-green edge of mere millimeters, and often similarly bluish-green rays darting into
 the intervenal areas but rarely more than 1-2 per blade, light lavender flowers. Or: Walters
 Gardens. 
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'Risky Business' is to tiny what Tom Cruise is to short actors though nothing is known to be flaky or
 other-worldly about this taxon. The bright center is Hollywood cosmetic dentist white after new
 crowns or twelve laser treatments. The margins are dark, lustrous Aston Martin green. I do see
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 some sunken veins...call in the plastic surgeons!

'Risky Business' ht: 20 in. tall x 24 in. wide, lc: narrow pure white center to 25%, wide dark green
 edges, lovely contrast, ls: narrowly ovate, fc: violet. Hansen and Avent 2002.

'Rim Rock' (SG) ha: dense small clump lc: dark green lv: distinctly puckered fc: purple or: Savory

'Rockets Red Glare' - 12 in. tall, very glossy medium green blades can become darker, sunken veins
 but not classically corrugated, the red spotted petiole actually intrudes in a lovely way a good 1-2
 inches in the midrib, flowers striped lavender on 24 in. scapes. Or: Bev and David Stegeman.

'Rocky Road' (MG) ha: dense groundcover of medium size ht: 18 in. lc: medium green lv: heavily
 puckered or: Savory
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'Rootin Tootin' is a small-medium blade with a creamy-yellow center that is neither too dark not too
 pale. This is a richly balanced plant in so many ways.

'Roundabout' (MBG)(SBG) lc: blue green ls: nearly round or suborbicular lt: very thick or: Savory
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'Royal Standard' (LG) ht: 18 in. lc: glossy medium green fc: white ff: intensely scented bt: August ltp:
 more sun tolerant or: Wayside Gardens before 1986. A classic and one of the first with worldwide
 popularity.

'Royal Standard Double' (MMW) ht: 18 in., lc: medium green margined white fc: white ft: double
 blooms unlike typical 'Royal Standard' ff: scented or: Walters 1991.

'Royalty' (SY) ha: vigorous small mound lc: golden yellow fc: dark purple

'Rubies and Ruffles' - 16 in, medium mound, petioles reddish or marked red, showy, leaves narrowly
 elliptic-ovate, medium green, moderately rugose, undulates moderate at 3-6 per side, margins
 creamy-yellow to cream in time. Or, in: Goodwin, intro. 2012. 

'Ruffles' (LG) lc: medium green ls: long la: acute or pointed lm: heavily undulate or wavy or: Lehman
 1986

'Sagae' (H. fluctans 'Variegated') ha: large upright mound ht: 24 in. and to 60 in. in flower lc: bright
 light green with irregular bright yellow to cream margins lt: thick blades ll: 10 in. ls: narrow and
 often twisted lw: 8 in. lv: heavy venation fc: light lavender

'St. George's Gold' ha: large as with sieboldiana 'Elegans' lc: medium yellow in partial sun or
 chartreuse in shade fc: near white or: Gwendolen Anley of Woking Surrey UK but first praised at
 Savill Garden or: 1960-1970's and then to Great Windsor Park. Grenfall and Bond named it. or: It
 was one of the first golden cultivars grown in the UK. hp: H. sieboldiana x H. tokudama

'Salute' ht: 14 in. x 12 in. ha: upright arching like a smaller 'Krossa Regal' lc: powder blue ll: 8 in. lw:
 4 in. fc: near white or: Benedict 1995

'Samual Blue' (MB) ha: medium with upright foliage lc: powder blue fc: near white

'Samurai' (LMW) lc: bluish green with irregular creamy white to yellow margins rai: can replace
 'Frances Williams' due to wider margination or: Aden from H. sieboldiana 'Aureomarginata' x ?. ns:
 It could be placed under H. sieboldiana but parentage is unclear
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'Sarah Farmer' (MSY) ht: 20 in. lc: medium green marked yellow fc: lilac or: Trafton 1975 from H.
 fortunei 'Aureomarginata'

'Sassy' (SMW) ht: 8 in. lc: margined white ll: 4 in. lw: 3 in. fc: violet or: Aden 1987 from 'Art Shane' x
 'Invincible'

'Satin Beauty' (LG) lc: very glossy (satiny) green fc: near white or: Fisher 1976

'Satin Flare' (MY)(LY) ht: 30-36 in. - can be consider medium-large lc: glossy yellow green in spring
 becoming satiny grey green lm: undulate or wavy fc: lavender or: Fisher 1971
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'Satisfaction' is a good big fellow with greenish-yellow margins and a slightly, just slightly glaucous
 green center. There's lot of stuff of this overall appearance but this one has stood over time and
 tribulation.
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'Scooter' - ht: 8-12 in., lc: drk green, wide creamy to white edge, fc: lavender. Good strong vigor.

'Sea Dream' (MMWY) ht: 15 in. in bloom lc: bright yellow with white margin lt: thick lm: slightly
 puckered and faintly undulate fc: lavender or: Seaver

'Sea Drift' (LG) ht: 24 in. in bloom lc: dark green ls: ovate lm: undulate or wavy or: Seaver

'Sea Fire' - ht: 16 in., lc: golden becoming chartreuse, ls: slight corrugations.  Known for scapes and
 petioles with red tints and flecks

'Sea Gold' (MY) ht: 20 in. lc: yellow ll: 9 in. lw: 5 in. or: Seaver 1985

'Sea Gold Star' (MY) ht: 16 in. ha: leaves arch outward and upward lc: yellow green (chartreuse)
 becoming pale yellow fc: near white - very pale lavender in fact ft: corolla is distinctly star-shaped
 - hence the name bt: July or: Seaver 1984

'Sea Lightning' (MSW) ht: 16 in. lc: unstable white streaks on a medium green base or: Seaver 1981

'Sea Lotus Leaf' (MBG) ht: 20 in. in bloom ha: vase-shaped with arching foliage lc: blue green with
 satiny sheen ls: round and cupped fc: light lavender or: Seaver 1985

'Sea Monster' (LB) ht: 24-30 in. lc: rich intense blue lt: very thick fc: white or: Seaver 1978

'Sea Octopus' (SG) ht: 12-14 in. lc: green lm: distinctly wavy or undulate fc: purple or: Seaver 1981

'Sea Sunrise' (MSY) ht: 16 in. lc: irregular streaks of yellow and chartreuse fc: lavender or: Seaver
 1982 from 'Neat Splash'

'Sea Thunder' - ht: 12-14 in., lc: creamy-white center, bluish-green streaky margin, whiter center
 by summer.

'Sea Yellow Sunrise' (MY) lc: bright yellow

'Second Wind'
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'Seducer' - 26 inches, medium-large mound, leaves broadly ovate, slightly rugose-corrugated,
 moderagtely undulate (2-4 crests per side), centers medium gree, margins lioght to medium
 yellow-gold (15-25% surface), flowers near white, tubular. Pat, or: US# 22413, Stuart Asch, intro.
 via Proven Winners.

'See Saw' (SMW) lc: medium green with white margins lv: puckered or: Summers or: sport of H.
 sieboldiana from Cooley
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'September Sun' has sunny centers even in that fall month. It's about 98% near gold or sun in fact,
 very floriferous, and yet in a responsible package with lots of texture.

'September Sun' (MCY) ht: 22 in. lc: wide yellow center and thin green edge fc: near white bt: July rai:
 good reputation was one of the most durable yellow centers. or: Solberg 1985 as sport of 'August
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 Moon'

'Serendipity' ha: medium in compact clumps lc: blue-green fc: white or: Aden

'Shade Fanfare' - ht: 20 in., lc: green, margined cream, lm, ls: corrugated,slight undulations.
 Medium to large overall.

'Shade Master' (LY) ht: 30 in. fc: yellow fc: white or: Aden 1982

'Shalimar' (MMW) ht: 20 in. lc: white to yellow streaks and margins fc: white ff: well-scented or:
 Aden 1983

'Sharmon' - ht: 18 in., lc: light green center, darker green edge, fc: mauve
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 'Sharp Dressed Man'

'Shazaam' ht: 12 in. tall x 12 in. wide, lc: creamy margin to 40%, center striped rich green, ls: very
 rugose, corrugated, fc: lavender. Gil JOnes hybrid.

'Shining Tot' (DG) ht: 6 in. lc: glossy medium green ll: 1-1.25 in. lw: 0.75 in. fc: lavender or: Aden
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 1982 as 'Rock Master' x H. venusta

'Shiny Penny' is a super mini (reference the adjacent giant), medium green margined in a paler
 yellowish-green. The veins are sunken so one can have the illusion of the big stuff in this much
 smaller box of color.

'Showbiz' (1/2015) - 30 in. tall, vigorous. lc: dark glossy green, pointing, wide yellow margin. fc:
 light lavender. Or, in: Tony Avent 2015.
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'Show Piece' (SYG) ht: 12 in. lc: yellow becoming green ll: 7.5cm lw: 5.0cm fc: purple or: from
 nakiana x ? by Krossa and Fisher c. 1975

'Showboat' ha: large clump lc: dark green with wide creamy-white margin ls: elongated la: apices
 distinctly upturned

 SIEBOLDIANA
Like H. tokudama, the validity of this as good, wild species is much in doubt. It has been regarded
 as a species since 1830 and many authors consider it good still. I have not given alternative, non-
species names here but may in the future. It is not H. sieboldii in any case.

I have placed most of it's alledged sports and cultivars directly under the genus above and below.
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 'Elegans' is a pioneer taxon, still a pretty decent one, cheap as matches and a good garden subject
 by any standard. Dare we call it heirloom and jack up the fees?
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sieboldiana 'Elegans' - one of the first big, bold blue hosta, puckered, and huge. It is the parent of
 perhaps 200 cultivars if not more.

sieboldiana fol. luteis marmorata - an old name (under Funkia) based on Macoun's perennial
 evaluations in Ottawa, this stock planted in 1894. Flowers were "pale lilac, almost white; foliage
 variegated with yellow".

sieboldiana 'Mira' (LBG) lc: blue green to olive green fc: near white

sieboldiana 'Robusta' ha: very vigorous and large in time

sieboldiana var. amplissima 'Semperaurea' ha: large lc: glossy yellow to yellow-green - glossier than
 'Golden Sunburst' ll: mostly larger than 'Golden Sunburst' or: Foerster via East Germany in 1930's
 but may have come from Japan

sieboldiana 'Summer Gold' (LY) ht: 36 in. lc: yellow in spring and early summer but becoming green
 or: Nesmith & Phillips

sieboldiana 'Super Nova' ha: midsize lc: blue-green with golden center lv: highly crinkled and
 rugose fc: lilac

sieboldiana 'Variegata' - an old name dating from 1866 (E.J. Lowe's Beautiful Leaved Plants)
 reporting Funkia sieboldiana variegata as introduced to Europe in 1834, leaves 8-10 inches x 3-4
 inches, flowers in lilac. The picture shows a large white to cream center. There would be a good
 nomenclatural case for a H. 'Sieboldiana Variegata' if clones could be matched. 

 SIEBOLDII
sieboldii 'Black Pod' (MG) frc: mature fruit marked blackish-purple or: Fisher 1963

sieboldii 'Bunchoku' ('Chisima giboshi')('Shirofukurin') ht: 8 in., lc: margined white. Small but forms a
 vase with age.
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sieboldii 'Emerald Isle' lc: margined white fc: white ns: it may have an older Japanese cultivar name
 (?)

sieboldii 'Golden Isle' lc: bright chartreuse yellow fc: white or: Smith but may have come from Japan

sieboldii 'Green Eyes' (DCY) ht: 3 in. ha: very compact version of 'Kabitan' lc: yellow center with dark
 green edge as 'Kabitan' fc: medium lavender it: scape 14 in. or: Benedict 1990 as 'Kabitan' seedling
 rai: more suitable for rock garden than 'Kabitan'

sieboldii 'Kabitan' (f. kabitan )(SCY) ha: smaller than species typical lc: centered yellow with dark
 green edge lm: often undulate or ruffled la: acuminate fc: darker purple than species typical and
 some other cvs.

sieboldii 'Sentinel' (SG) lc: glossier green lw: narrower than species typical fc: dark purple as with
 'Kabitan'

sieboldii 'Shiro-kabitan' ('Shiro-kabilan')(SMW) lc: margined white lm: often highly twisted

sieboldii 'Shirobana Kika Koba' (SG) fc: pure white ft: petals variable in number from 4 to 6

sieboldii 'Silver Kabitan' - ht: 8-14 in., lc: white center, green edge, ls: narrow, pointed as 'Kabitan'

'Silver Bay' - ht: 13 in., lc: true silvery-blue, ls: corrugated, very rugose, thick blade. Mounds are
 dense and rather flat-topped.

'Silver Bowl' (LB) lc: grey blue with distinct silvery sheen below ls: distinctly cupped la: rounded fc:
 white or: Fisher 1977 from H. tokudama x ?

'Silver Crown' (fortunei 'Albomarginata')(H. albomarginata)(LMW) lc: wide white margin on grey-
green to blue green ns: some suggest this name applies to an improved clone with a wider white ns:
 edge than ordinary H. fortunei 'Albomarginata'. Others suggest they ns: both fall into the normal
 variation of a marginated clone.

'Silver Giant' ht: 40 in. - taller than most known lc: blue green ll: 14 in. lw: 12 in. fc: white or: Owens
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 1987

'Silver Lance' (MMW) lc: green margined silvery white ls: narrow or lance-shaped or: Savory 1982 as
 sport of 'Sentinels'
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'Silver Moon' is one of the bright, frosty blues with a blade varying from low texture at first but more
 with age. Semi-concave shape is typical of it.

'Silver Parasol' (LB) lc: silvery blue ls: cupped and deeply ribbed ll: 11 in. lw: 11 in. or: Moldovan
 1983

'Silver Rim' (MMW) lc: blue with a thin silver white margin lt: very thick blades pl: said to be
 tetraploid or: Minks

'Silver Spoon' (DCW) ht: 6 in. lc: white to centered white becoming greener ll: 4 in. lw: 1 in. or:
 Langdon 1985

'Silver Streak' (DCW) ht: 4-6 in. ha: slow but dense mound lc: white center fc: light lilac or: Zager
 and Krossa 1986. Very narrow, twisted blades are amazing.

'Silver Tiara' (SCW) lc: yellowish green with white center or: Walters from 'Golden Tiara'
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'Silver Threads and Golden Needles' is a collector's piece, a dark chartreuse, blotched in olive green
 shades and olive-cream, some stiching of contrasting colors, and a generally central chimera of low
 contrast.
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'Silver Threads and Golden Needles' (1/8) - ht: 6 inch dwarf, lc: chartreuse, faintly centers darker
 green and unusual white frosting. One of the most distinctive colors in the entire genus!

'Silverado' (SMY) ht: 10 in. lc: chartreuse-white becoming greener ll: 4-5 in. lw: 1.5-2.5 in. lm:
 undulate or ruffled or: Kuk 1987

'Sitting Pretty' (MCY) lc: creamy yellow centers and two-colored green margins ht: 10-15 cm wd:
 20cm fq: abundant fc: lavender il: 30cm bt: mid-summer ltp: partial shade or: Paul Aden

'Sky Kisses' (LB) ha: very large mound ht: to 19 in. wd: to 57 in. lc: 'turquoise blue' ll: to 9 in. lw: to
 7.75 in. pet: to 12.5. in. long fc: pale lavender bt: early July (NC) or: Loleta Powell of Princeton NC in
 1991
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 'Sleeping Beauty' is special for the high number of nearly parallel veins veins add texture and reflect
 light for raised spaces between them. It is somber bluish-green, overlaid in gray, thinly edged
 cream to white in upper half or even less of the margin. I for one, gaze and adore and find her
 more than a fantasy.

'Sleeping Beauty' - lc: frosty blue, cream margin, la: acuminate, lt: thick, slug-resistant blade, fc:
 lavender

'Snow Cap' ht: 24 in., ha: mid-size lc: ice blue with wide cream margins fc: white

'Snow Flakes' - ht: 10 in., lc: green, fc: pure white. A nice ground cover from H. sieboldii x H.
 plantaginea

'Snowy Lake' ht: 8 in. tall x 18 in. wide, lc: yellow margins fade cream (25-30%), bright blue-green
 center, fc: lavender. Terra Nova 2004 as sport of 'Veronica Lake'

'So Sweet' ht: 22 in. ha: midsize gr: vigorous lc: glossy medium green with white margins fc: white
 ff: fragrant
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'Sourpuss' - 30 in. tall, massive mound. lc: dark green, irregularly margined, and often sectored
 yellow to 20%, often less. Or: Chopko.

 'Sparticus'
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'Special Gift' (MG) ha: compact mound lc: medium green to blue-green ls: cordiform or heart-
shaped fc: purple or: Fisher

'Spilt Milk' is something very different and quite subtle and not for the average gardener. This photo
 benefits from rings of milk that come from chemicals in the overhead water. If you have a big or
 boring or snob-worthy collection this is something truly odd and worth considering. It will not get
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 awards I suppose or anything close to real praise; in many ways that fact is praise enough. Think of
 it as that rare, quirky, rather quiet Indie film among fifty Hollywood, formulaic things on the screen
 this weekend. As Theatre goes, we have here an unpretentious, needed, nifty, maybe necessary
 winner. This clone had to exist if only because it can.

'Spilt Milk' (LSW) lv: crinkled surface ls: rounded lc: very finely striped, streaks, and marked white
 almost up to the dark green margin, a weak but refined chimera

'Spinning Wheel' (LCY) lc: bright golden yellow with a dark green edge ls: cupped and crinkled or:
 Seaver 1986

Please visit www.cultivar.org for more perennial genera files, species identification keys, a mix of
 both free and paid content from around the world

'Spit Shine' (LG) ht: 36-40 in. lc: glossy medium green ll: 7 in. lw: 7 in. fc: white or: Aden 1986 from
 H. plantaginea

'Splashes' (LSY) ht: 30 in. lc: green with yellow-green (chartreuse) markings fc: near white or: Minks
 from H. 'Golden Nugget' x ?

'Splish Splash' (MSY) ht: 20-24 in. lc: striped or splashed yellow ll: 7 in. lw: 5-6 in. fc: lavender or:
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 Aden 1980 as 'Fascination' x 'Intrique'

'Spring Ivory' (SSW) ht: 12 in. lc: white in spring becoming white with green and finally green ll: 4 in.
 lw: 1 in. ls: narrowly lanceolate fc: purple or: Lantis 1982 from 'Wogon' x ?

'Spritzer' (MCW) ht: 18 in., lc: yellowish center fades to cream lm: wavy or undulate fc: light lavender
 blue flower or: Aden 1989

'Spun Sulphur' (SY) lc: sulphur yellow ls: rounded or suborbicular-ovate or: O'Hara
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'Squash Casserole' is a washed out chartreuse, very much like the sometimes overcooked vegetable
 it is named for. This kind of very pale plant is needed in any garden for it contrasts with broadly
 with anything in dark green - and that is nearly anything green. It is also makes golds look more
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 gold. 

'Squash Edge' (LMY) lc: green with a squash yellow margin ls: like most H. sieboldiana or: Summers
 - presumably with a H. sieboldiana as one parent

 'Stained Glass' is not so much a glorious window like 'Cathedral Windows' but a simple chartreuse,
 puckered gem of medium width and sketchy green margins. It's a good plant but with a name that
 doesn't really fit.
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'Stained Glass' ht: 15 in. tall, lc: glossy yellowish-green center (90%), dark green edge, ls: broadly
 ovate, lt: very rugose. Improved over 'Guacamole'. Han Hansen 1999.

'Standard Bearer' (LG) ha: very large mound lc: green

'Stetson' - ht: 12 in., l: green, irregular cream edge
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 'Stir Fry'
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'Stitch in Time' is a unique if ever there was one. The puckered green center seems to be stiched on
 by a rather unskilled sewer and not one center is quite the same size or shape!

'Stiletto' ht: 6-8 in., ha: low mound with spreading form lc: medium green with thin white margin fc:
 purple striped

'Stimulation' - ht: 17 in., lc: very glossy green, lm, lt: deeply veined, highly undulate, la: pinched at
 tip, fc: light lavender
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'Stirfry' is dark, glssoy, nicely undulate and reflecting more than a dozen other entire plants

'Strawberry Yogurt' - miniature. lc: glossy, medium green, petiole mottled red. fc: purple.CU
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Usually stuff with catchy, risque names like 'Striptease' are all cotton padding or inflated air. This
 one is actually a real, substantial show stopper worthy of as many folded bills as you can come up
 with. If there was such a thing in variegation heaven as "medio-striata" this would be a standard-
bearer in that class. Some plants of this are more distinctly white-centered with a greyish submargin
 inside the green. Another plant follows, more established and with a less wild chimera.CU
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'Striptease' ha: midsize lc: dark green with yellow center fc: lavender or: sport of 'Gold Standard'
 with a larger green zone

'Sugar and Cream' (LMW) ha: open and medium size with leaves arching down ht: to 120cm in
 bloom lc: medium green with creamy white edge ls: as 'Honeybells' parent lm: semi-undulate fc:
 near white to very pale lavender ff: very nicely scented or: Zilis as sport of 'Honeybells'
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'Sugar and Spice' has everything nice and is a glossy olive blade of medium-large size. he margin is
 very irregarly in stepping, varing from creamy-green to cream and some white.

'Sugar Plum Fairy' - ht: 4 inch dwarf, lc: dark, lm: undulate, ls: lanceolate, fc: dark purple. Spreads
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 well for a nice clump.

'Sultana' ha: small clump lc: dark green with bright gold margins or: sport of 'Little Aurora' fc: near
 white bt: July

'Sum and Substance' remains a Top 25 or even Top 25 on worldwide lists of the best hybrids in this
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 genus. It is big and textured beyond all doubt, with much more of a good thing that this genus in
 it's genes. Add to that remarkable greenish-gold and chartreusy tints and you have a plant lots
 of...well...substance. Give it 7-8 feet to spread and then some.

'Sum and Substance' (LY) ht: 48 in. and then some, lc: glossy yellow ls: more rounded than most
 large yellows lt: very thick or: Aden 1979
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 'Sum of All' is massive like 'Sum and Substance' but is a marginate in lime-chartreuse with dark
 bluish-green

'Sum of All' - ht: 32 in., lc: green center, wide gold edge, lt: thick, slug resistant, fc: lavender. A
 huge mound to 6 feet across with time.
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'Sumi' (LB) lc: silvery blue lm: wavy or undulate or: Moldovan 1983

'Summer Fragrance' (LMW) lc: dark green with a uniform creamy white margin ff: well scented unlike
 many of this foliage color and size fc: light purple or: Vaughn 1983

'Summer Gold' = H. sieboldiana 'S.G.'
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 'Summer Lovin' has lots of compatible, pretty shades of green in a medium wide leaf with moderate
 puckering. Here's another view of it caught in a patch of sun at Tony Avent's fine garden.
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'Summer Music' ha: midsize lc: gold to chartreuse with white center ls: ovate fc: light lavender

'Summer Ripples' (SSW) lc: marked white or: Avent

'Sunami' ht: 22 in. wd: 50-55 in. lc: light glossy green ls: lanceolate or lance-shaped fc: white fs:
 campanulate or bell-shaped fq: mean of 26 per scape ft: scapes are upright and strong when cut
 or: Soules
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'Sun Glow' (LY) lc: yellow lv: very crinkled lt: very thick or: Aden 1974 from 'Aspen Gold' x ?

'Sun Power' (MY) ht: 24 in. lc: bright golden yellow ls: often highly and nicely twisted fc: lavender or:
 Aden 1986

'Sun's Glory' (LY) lc: bright yellow ls: blades held upright lt: thick blade

'Sundance' (SMY) ha: dense mound of arching foliage lc: thinny margined creamy white to pale
 yellow fc: purple or: Walters 1984

'Sunglow' (LY) lc: bright yellow lt: thick blade lv: crinkled surface

'Sunlight Child' - ha: miniature, lc: glossy yellow, fc: lavender. One of the best new dwarves.

'Sunlight Sister' (LY) lc: bright lemon yellow becoming paler by summer lv: smooth surface unlike
 many LY (large yellow) clones or: Williams 1986 from 'Elata' x ?

'Sunny Disposition' - lc: gold becoming brighter, very sun tolerant, ls: cordiform, H. ventricosa-type
 blade.

'Sunny Smiles' (LMY) lc: creamy yellow edge are clear and bright or: Tompkins

'Sunshine Glory' (LY)(LSY) ht: 26-30 in. lc: mostly bright clean yellow - some plants are green
 marked gold ll: 8 in. lw: 5 in. fc: white or: Vaughn 1982

'Super Bowl' (MY) ht: 20-24 in. lc: yellow ls: rugose and distinctly convex fc: white or: Aden from H.
 tokudama x ?

'Super Nova' - ht: 24 in., lc: wide bluish-green edge, gold center, not burning in sun.

'Surfer Dude' ht: 15 in. tall, ha: upright arching blades, lc: glossy green, lm: highly undulate, unique
 margin, fc: buds striped white and lavender. H. rupifraga x H. plantaginea from Tony Avent.

'Surprised by Joy' - ht: 6 in. dwarf, lc: white center, dark green edge, fc: corolla lavender, scape
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 whitish

'Susy' (DG) ha: dwarf and very tiny in dense tufts lc: bright green

'Suzuki Thumbnail' (DG) ht: 6 in. lc: medium green ll: 2 in. lw: 1 in. fc: purple or: Japan - Suzuki &
 Ruh registered it in 1987 ns: it may be a H. venusta or a hybrid from it
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'Swamp Thing' is one of my favorites among the intros in the last five years or so. It is special for so
 many reasons and you can see most of them here.

'Sweet Sunshine' ht: 14 in. x 24 in. wide lc: green becoming rich golden yellow fc: white ff: nicely
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 scented - above other golden H. tokudama clones. or: Solberg 1997 from 'Sweet Susan' x tokudama
 'Aureo-nebulosa'

'Sweetheart' (SG) ha: neat pile of tiny green hearts lc: medium green ls: cordiform or heart-shaped

'Sweet Standard' (LSY) lc: as 'Royal Standard' but marked in white to yellow shades fc: lavender
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'Sweet Sunshine' is like sunshine if the sun was green most of the year! It's no 'Slum and
 Subsistance'...I mean 'Sum and Substance' but it's big and colorful enough as a lime mountain.

'Sweet Susan' (MG) lc: medium green bt: August ff: well-scented bloom

'Swoosh' (MSW) ht: 12 in. lc: striped white to variable degrees la: many leaves are acuminately
 pointed or: Aden 1978

'Taffeta' ht: 12 in. lc: very dark blackish-green with distinct sheen fc: light lavender with white
 stripes or: Russ O'Harra 1991 from H. ventricosa 'Aureomarginata'
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'Tall Boy' is more tallin the flowering department than in leaf but it can reach 5 feet with ease - once
 established and happy in sufficiently moist bed. The foliage is very ordinary but look out once the
 flowers begin to arise.

'Tall Boy' (LG) ha: large clump but dense lc: rich green it: inflor. to 60 in. - hence the name Tall Boy

'Tall Twister' (SG) lc: medium green ls: twisted blades fc: striped purple or: Minks

'Tambourine' (MMW) ht: 16-22 in., lc: greyish green with creamy white edge. Interesting glossy
 finish. fc: lavender

tardiflora 'Gala' (MSY)(MMY) ha: vigorous mound ht: 8-12 in. wd: 12-14 in. lc: glossy green with
 yellow margins and some gold streaks ll: 5-6 in. lw: 2-3 in. fc: 'blue' ltp: sun tolerant or: Paul Aden
 as H. tardiflora sport c. 1978

tardiflora 'Tortifrons' - ha, ls: twisted, irregular clump of narrow, highly contorted dark green leaves.

'Tattletale Grey' (LG) ha: one of the largest clumps in the genus lc: greyish-green with lavender tints
 in the right light

'Tattoo' - ht: 10 in., lc: bright gold, green stripes or tattoed center almost like a leaf or flame or
 small tree
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'Tea And Crumpets' - ht: 6 in. dwarf, lc: light green, creamy-white edge, ls, lm: cupped, crinkled.

'Tea Ceremony'
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 'Teaspoon' - ht: 11 in., lc: medium green, ls, ll: tiny 2 to 2.75 in. blades, very cupped (spoon-
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sized). A good little ground cover.

'Templar Gold' - ht: 12 in., lc: bright gold, sunken veins for good texture, lm: very slight
 undulations.

'Tet A Poo' (LB) lc: blue lt: thick blade

'Thumb Nail' (DG) ha: very small vigorous mound like a H. venusta lc: frosty green fc: lilac or:
 Epstein

'Thunderbolt' - ht: 24 in., lc: bluish-green, small gold center to the apex, later centered more cream
 and white

tibai (SG)(MG) ha: leaves erect and spreading lc: glossy medium green ls: ovate to elliptic ll: 15cm
 lw: 10cm fc: light lavender geo: Japan

'Tidal Wave'

'Tijuana Brass' (MY) ht: 16 in., ha: leaves held very upright lc: yellow green - brassy yellow lm: very
 undulate ls: cupped as in 'Golden Waffles' or: Vaughn 1990

'Tiny Bubbles' - 8 in. small, new growth bright yellow with greener veins, becoming lime and
 chartreuse, and eventually a bright green with time, very wide undulations (2-3 per side), flowers
 lavender, unusually closed for this genus. Or: Bob Solberg.

'Tiny Tears' (DG) lc: medium green

'Titanic' - ht: 36 in., lc: dark green center, rich gold edge, fc: light lavender.

 TOKUDAMA GROUP

This taxon is not a good, wild species but is clearly an old garden hybrid. It surely has H.
 sieboldiana in it (which itself is not likely a good species either) but other parents are much the
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 subject of speculation. An early report from 1895 in Dai Nihon Nokai's Useful Plants of Japan
 Described and Illustrated records it as a variety of H. sieboldiana that is "small, and it's leaves
 covered with white powder". That must be regarded as a first hand report of it's bluer, powdery
 versions being most popular in gardens.

There are both green and waxy blue forms, the later being most common. Some are very rugose,
 that is, corrugated or sunken among the veins. It is based on the Japanese plant of the common
 name tokudama-giboshi. Fortune and Siebold both found it in Asia in the mid 1800's but it was
 sold in Europe until Witte of Holland c. 1870. The western name H. tokudama Maekawa dates from
 1940. taxonomic Georg Schmid assigned it a cultivar rank in his 1991 monograph, though clearly
 the entire set of variegated clones and selection makes a good cultivar group.

'Tokudama' (H. tokudama Maekawa) ha: small to medium mound - smaller than most H. sieboldiana
 ht: to 30cm (12 in.) in bloom lc: glaucous blue in: to Europe by Robert Fortune in 1862 hp: some
 consider this 'species' a hybrid of H. sieboldiana

Tokudama Group 'Aspen Gold' (MY) ha: medium gr: tends to be slower than others of the species lc:
 yellow golden all summer ll: larger than species typical on average ls: cupped fc: near white rai: like
 Aden's 'Midas Touch' but perhaps more slow ns: Schmidt (1991) suggests it has H. sieboldiana in
 the parentage due to ns: vein count and other characteristics. or: Grapes

tokudama 'Aurea' = 'Tokudama Golden'

'Tokudama Aureo-nebulosa' (LCY) lc: light yellow center with irregular and wide blue edges. or:
 Japanese gardens
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 Tokudama Group 'Bright Lights'
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Tokudama Group 'Bright Lights' (LCY) lc: said to be improved over 'Aureo-nebulosa' and similar to it

Tokudama Group 'Carder Blue' ('Carder')('Mrs. Carder')(SB) ht: 12 in. lc: bright blue to blue green or:
 Summer 1986

Tokudama Group 'Fantail' - highly corrupdated, silvery-green blade with much wax.

'Tokudama Flavo-circinalis' (LMY) ha: larger mound than species typical lc: margin light yellow but
 may burn in full sun ls: more ovate than species typical la: more widely acute than other cultivars
 or: Japan but similar marginate sports arise as sport of or: 'Aureo-nebulosa' ns: The forma status
 assigned by Grenfell is frankly bad taxonomy. ns: This plant is clearly cultigenic (garden origin) and
 a true form ns: must have a wild origin. Maekawa named it a form because that ns: was how
 cultivars were treated in the 1940's. Use of the botanical f. flavocircinalis is not allowed for a
 cultigenic plant.

'Tokudama Flavo-planata' (LCY) lc: dark yellow center and a thin blue margin. The yellow center of
 lc: 'Aureo-nebulosa' is smaller and the blue edge is much wider and lc: more irregular. Side by side
 there is no confusing them. or: Japanese gardens

'Tokudama Golden' (tokudama 'Aurea') (LY) lc: pale to medium yellow and not usually gold all
 season ns: this name has been used for temporary or spring-gold sports ns: and 'Golden Medallion'
 for Aden's and perhaps other peoples ns: evergold sports. This is basically the inferior sports.

Tokudama Group 'Golden Bullion' ht: 12 in. lc: yellow ll: 6 in. ls: cordiform and cupped fc: lavender
 bt: July or: sport of 'Flavo-circinalis'

Tokudama Group 'Golden Medallion' (LY) ls: ovate la: obtuse lv: cupped and puckered lc: yellow all
 year fc: white bt: July rai: replaces ordinary 'Golden' or: Paul Aden as sport of H. tokudama 'Golden'.
 This name is or: said to include various sports according to Grenfell.

'Tokudama Hime' (MG) ha: smaller than species typical - otherwise identical

Tokudama Group 'Midas Touch' (LY) ha: large lc: bright yellow ls: rounded and crinkled fc: pale
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 lavender or: Paul Aden

'Tokudama Ogon Hime' (MY) ha: smaller than 'Golden' lc: yellow ns: Schmid says this cultivar is
 polyclonal and is very similar ns: plants known in the west as 'Little Aurora'.

Tokudama Group 'Serendipity' (7/8) - 10 in, smaller than some in the group. lc: waxy bluish-green,
 fc: purple.

Tokudama Group 'Zager' - medium blue, a popular clone from it.
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'Tom Schmid' is a special blue with white margins. The edges are just the right width to make it look
 silvery-trimmed from a distance and the base grey-green color is just the right look to make a
 unique plant.

'Top Banana' (MCW) ht: 60cm lc: white center with green streaks ll: 20cm lw: 20cm fc: lavender or:
 Vaughn 1983 as sie. 'Frances Williams' x sieboldii 'Beatrice'

'Torchlight' - ht: 22 in. becoming 45 in. blooming, lc: green, white margin, pet: red, showy. Good
 vase-shaped form

'Tot Tot' (DG) lc: green with blue tints ls: much like H. venusta or: Aden 1978 - perhaps from H.
 puchella or H. venusta
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 'Totally Awesum'

'Touch of Class' - ht: 12 in., lc: chartreuse to gold flamed center at perhaps 15-30% surface, very
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 huge wide bluish-green border is dark, later green submarginal areas

'Trail's End' (LB) lc: greyish shade of blue or: Ruh 1978

'Treasure' (LY) lc: golden yellow ls: crinkled surface or: Harshbarger 1973

'True Blue' (LB) ht: 90-98cm lc: bright blue ll: 30cm lw: 25cm or: Aden 1975 from H. sieboldiana x ?
 fc: white

'True Love' (MB) lc: dark rich blue la: acuminate leaf apex

'Tutu'

'Twinkles' (MY) lc: yellow in spring becoming much green by late summer

'Twist and Shout' (LB) lc: glossy blue ls: upright yet twisted blades of roundish form or: Vaughn
 1989
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 'Twist of Lime' is mini, densely mouded and arching, floriferous to a fault, and prettier than a stage
 full of Miss Americas...maybe not THAT densely mounded. Here's a second view of it in a nursery,
 showing the darker margins a bit better.
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'Twist of Lime' (DCY) ht: 4 in. ha: dense clump lc: chartreuse yellow center with dark green margins
 or: Banyai and Solberg 1991 as sport of 'Lemon Lime'

'Ugis' (MB) lc: bright pale blue in spring ns: the name Ugis means spring bird

'Ultraviolet Light' - ht: 16 in., lc: bright gold in spring, more chartreuse later, fc: lavender. Habit is a
 bit more upright than some golds.

 UNDULATA

Not always considered a good nor true wild species so I offer the alternative nomenclature in red.

undulata 'Albomarginata' ('Undulata Albomarginata')(MMW) lc: edged in white lm: very undulate or
 wavy or: Japanese garden

undulata 'Erromena' ('Undulata Erromena')(var. erromena)(lancifolia var. fortis)(LG) ht: 36 in. - larger
 than most other clones of this species lc: all medium green lm: semi-undulate or slightly wavy

undulata 'Univittata' ('Undulata Univittata')(MCW) Plants stronger than typical variety aka the species.
 lc: narrow central stripe - narrower than species typical lm: less undulate than species typical which
 is often very twisted

undulata 'White Ray' (H. 'White Ray')(MCW) ht: 18 in. to 32 in. blooming, lc: large white stripe down
 each blade center. Sported from 'Univittata'.

'Unruly Child'(1/2015) - 28 in. tall. lc: glossy green, lm: finely undulate, twisted, la: very elongated,
 sharp. fc: lavender. Or, in: Avent 2015.

'Valentine Lace' (MG) ht: 15 in. lc: green ls: distinctly cordiform or heart-shaped lm: distinctly
 undulate or wavy fc: lavender it: 24 in. scape or: Armstrong 1970

'Valerie's Vanity' (SG) ht: 10 in. lc: very glossy green fc: light lavender or: R. Keller 1991 as sport of
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 'Halcyon'

'Vanilla Cream' ha: flat mound lc: yellow green (chartreuse) with yellow to cream shades fc: lavender
 or: Paul Aden

'Venetian Skies' -14 in. tall, a narrow but generally flat frosty greenish-blue leave with ivory margins
 at 5-10% surface, light undulations but the center of the blade is quite a smooth, table, pale
 lavender flowers on 24 in. spikes. Or: Roy Klehm. 

ventricosa 'Waving Wuffles' (SG)(MG) ht: 12 in. lm: extremely wavy or undulate fc: dark purple or:
 Tony Avent 1994 as seedling of species

 VENUSTA

venusta 'Bobbin' (SMW) ha: stoloniferous with arching leaves lc: irregularly margined creamy white
 on a dull medium to dark green base ls: ovate-lanceolate or: O'Hara as H. venusta seedling

venusta 'Classic Dwarf' ha: small ls: cordiform

venusta 'Crater's Rim' - ha; dwarf but vigorous, lc: wide cream to white edge

venusta 'Crown Jewel' (SMW) lc: light green edged creamy white or: sport of 'Gold Drop'

venusta 'Gold Drop' (SY) lc: dull golden yellow lu: suitable for rockeries and small containers or:
 Anderson
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venusta 'Japan Girl' is one of the very good, very tiny, yet well-spreading clones in this useful
 species. What more could be wanted of a mini green?

venusta 'Ki Nakafu' - lc: yellow to yellowish-green center on bright green

venusta 'Kin Botan' ('Kinbotan') - ll, ls: smaller blade, each a tiny heart, lc: irregular gold margin
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venusta 'Little White Lines' (SMY) lc: narrow white margin fc: lavender or: Zilis 1988 as a seedling of
 species

venusta 'Ogon' - lc: gold over entire blade, later a bit chartreuse

venusta 'Pooh Bear' (SCY) ht: 8 in. ha: suitable for groundcover lc: golden center with a wide green
 edge fc: lavender or: Falstad 1988 as sport of venusta 'Gold Drop'

venusta 'Shikou' (SG) ha: small but larger than some clones of the species

venusta 'Sugar Plum Fairy' (SG) ha: small and compact ht: 10 in. wd: 24 in. lc: dark green ls:
 lanceolate lm: undulate or wavy fc: lilac-lavender bt: July to August or: Bruce Briggs

venusta 'Sugar Plum Fairy' ha: neat small mound to about 10 in. tall and 24 in. wide lc: dark green
 lm: undulate or wavy fc: light lavender or: Bruce Briggs

venusta 'Variegated' = 'Masquerade'

'Vera Verde' = H. thunbergii 'V.V'

'Verna Jean' (SMW) ht: 7 in. ha: dense and vigorous clump lc: medium green with wide creamy white
 edge ls: narrow fc: pale lavender or: Lachman 1990

'Veronica Lake' - ht: 10 in. to 16 in. blooming, lc: bluish-green, reamy-white edge, fc: lavender, ls:
 small, cordiform.

'Versailles Blue' ha: large lc: blue with some purplish tints ll: very long leaves lv: cupped

'Viette's Yellow Edge' (MMY) lc: green with a feathered yellow margin - color persists most of
 summer or: Viette Nur.

'Vim and Vigor' - ht: 60 in. in flower, lc: bluish-green becoming glossy dark green, fc: lavender.
 'Sum and Substance' sport with leaves to 20 inches long!
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Paris'. Photo owned by and courtesy of Terra Nova Nurseries, www.terranovanurseries.com

 'Vulcan' has a pure, clean white center that takes on a very large length of lime-gold tints when it
 interfacts with the dark margin around it. Even when the intrusions seem weak and slight, those
 intermediate pale chartreuse, light olive, and lime patches take over a good bit of space between
 the veins. This is a curious chimera and ultimately an enjoyable one to study close on. It is a
 tricolored of the finest order. LCH.
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'Wagon Wheels' (LMY) lc: blue green becoming olive green with rich golden margin

'Wahoo' (MCW) lc: dark green with white center or: Aden
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 'Warwick Comet'
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'Warwick Curtsy' - ht: 14 in., lc: bluish-green, creamy-yellow edges, ls: small cordiform. Vigorous
 small variegate.

'Warwick Edge' - ht: 14 in. to 20 in. blooming, lc: medium green, creamy-white edges.

'Waterford' (LB) lc: silvery blue ls: cupped and crinkled surface

'Waving Winds' - 18 in., leaves narrowish, folded, slight but real undulations, subtle as such,
 medium green, a tad glossy, big cream to yellow margin (a mix of both) at 15-20% surface,
 teansition zone a bit gray, creamy-green, and also frosty green, flowers very light lavender on 40
 in. scapes. Or: Lachman.

'Waving Wuffles'

'Wheaton Blue' - ht: 26 in., lc: bluish-green, ll: large blades to 10 inches long. Good strong vigor.
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 'Wheee!' (aka 'Whee') is one of the most talk-about cultivars of the recent years (2015). Just look at
 it!
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'Whirlwind' ht: 6 inch dwarf, 12 in. blooming, ha: medium compact clump lc: dark glossy green with
 lighter green center which becomes creamy lc: white centered with green stripes. fc: lavender

'White Christmas' ha: midsize ht: 12 in. x 24 in. wide lc: medium green with very large bright white
 center fc: lavender bt: July or: G. Krossa

'White Knight' (MG) lc: glossy green

'White Vision' (LY) lc: pale creamy yellow at first or: Aden 1989
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'White Wall Tire' is one of the most photogenic I know. These virescent ("becoming green") mutation
 has green veins from the start but the chlorophyll develops slowly between them.

'White Wall Tire ht: 12 in. (30 in. in flower) x 36 in. wide lc: white new growth becoming speckled
 green fc: light lavender rai: combines the durability of H. 'Undulata' with the H. fortunei habit. or:
 Tony Avent 1996

'Wide Brim' (MMW) ht: 20 in. in bloom lc: blue green with wide creamy margin fc: light lilac or: Aden
 1979

'Willy NIlly' - ht: 15-25 in. to 30 in. in flower, lc: blue dusted silver, fc: white. Very huge, cordiform
 blades. One of the best blues for a wide leaves. Many, funnel-form flowers.

'Winfield Blue' (MB) ht: 16 in. lc: extremely blue - one of the very bluest clones known or: Zilis

'Winfield Mist' - 12 in. to 30 in. blooming, lc: misted bluish-green, white center, edge just 1/8 inch
 wide, lt: thick blades.

'Winning Edge' (MMYB) ht: 16 in. - 30 in. in bloom lc: blue-green with creamy yellow edge fc: light
 lavender or: Zilis 1988 from tokudama 'Aureo-nebulosa' x ?

'Winter Frost' (1/2015) - medium-large, lc: rich frosty, grayish-silver to silvery-blue, lt: semi-rugose,
 sunken secondaries, lm: very finely undulate, la: short, sharp acute. Or: Beilstein.
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 'Winter Snow'

'Winter Vision' - ht: 24 in. to 46 in. blooming, lc: dusky blue, cream center becomes more white.
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'Winter Warrior' - 18 inches, blade medium, medium to dark green center, cream to white margins
 (15-25% surface) with many chimeral intrusions into the center via the secondary vein passages,
 flowers lavender-white on 20 in. scapes. Or: Randy Goodwin.

'Wishing Well' - 24 in. tall, leaves greenish-blue, more blue than not, large leaf, well corrugated,
 quite sun tolerant for a plant of this coloration, blades more undulate and twisted-convex with age,
 blades thick and pest resistant. Or: Don Dean.

'Wooly Mammoth' - ht: 28 in., lc: bluish-green, bright gold margins, lt, ls: thick blades. A bold plant
 much as 'Blue Mammoth'.

'Woop Woop' (1/2015) - medium. lc: dark glossy green, centered creamy-white to 15% down the
 midrib into the petiole, thus a very retrained white-centered clone, fc: lavender. Or, in: Naylor
 Creek.

'World Cup' (2/2015) - large, upright. lc: pale grayish-green, lt: semi-rugose. Or: Beilstein as
 'Komodo Dragon' x 'Super Bowl'

'X-Rated'- ht: 4 in. dwarf, 18 in. blooming, lc: green edge, white center all year, ll, lw: very small 1 x
 3 in. leaves.

'Yellow River' (LMY) lc: dark green edged yellow - very wide margin or: Aden
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'Yellow Splash Rim' is a proven, durable clone in a nice set of colors and a medium leaf.

'Yellow Splash Rim' - ht: 16 in. becoming 32 in. in bloom, lc: green, good gold border, fc: lavender.

'Yellow Waves' (SY) ht: 10 in. lc: glossy yellow ls: narrow and undulate fc: lavender or: Aden 1974

'Yin' - ha: small, lc: dark blue, wide creamy edge, fc: light lavender. Small but heavily textured leaf
 in a smallish cordiform.
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Hosta yingeri (SG) ht: 12 in. lc: glossy medium green fc: white fs: unusual star-shaped corolla geo:
 Korea ns: named for Barry Yinger, a explorer of Korean flora

'Yuyakee' (1/2015) - medium, lc: bright green, centered yellow to 85%, ls: very long elliptic. Or: Van
 der Kinderen.

'Zager Blue' (LB) ht: 30-36 in. lc: blue green ll: 22cm lw: 14-16cm ls: cordiform or heart-shaped fc:
 white or: Zager & Ruh as H. sieboldiana form x H. montana c. 1987

'Zager Giant Puckered' (LB) ht: 24-26 in. lc: light blue green lv: rugose or puckered fc: white or:
 Zager & Ruh 1989

'Zager Green' (LG) ht: 30 in. lc: green to blue green fc: white or: Zager & Ruh 1987

'Zager Green Rim'
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'Zebra Stripes' is a a mutation that is called "virescent" among plant geneticists - that is, "becoming
 green". It is most white and slowly the primary and secondary veins turn green. Later smaller levels
 fill in with green and finally the leaf is mostly green with reticulations of amazing detail and beauty.

'Zounds' (LY) ht: 30-34 in. lc: yellow lv: rugose or puckered fc: white or: Aden 1975 from H.
 sieboldiana 'Elegans' x ?CU
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Please visit www.cultivar.org for more perennial genera files, species identification keys, a mix of
 both free and paid content from around the world
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